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Belcher Oil WET, BUT WONDERFUL WEEKEND
is sold to
Arnold & Sons
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
After 35 years in business, Belcher Oil Co. in Murray has been
sold to Max Arnold & Sons LLC.
Max Arnold & Sons President Bob Arnold said Friday that he has
purchased the Belcher family's petroleum marketing business and
several convenience stores in western Kentucky, including three in
Murray.
"We are excited about the new opportunities and growth that this
acquisition will provide to our company," Arnold said in a release.
"Max Arnold & Sons has been in the business for over 55 years and
is in its second generation."
The three locations, according to Arnold, are at Fourth and
Chestnut streets, a closed station on Sycamore Street, and the BP
location on Main Street across from Dairy Queen.
Brad Belcher, president of Belcher Oil, declined any comment
about the sale this morning, saying the business would soon sponsa
advertising in a message to former customers.
Belcher Oil, with main offices located on L.P. Miller Street in
Murray, is a member of the Kentucky Petroleum Marketers
Association's western division.
Max Arnold & Son's LLC is headquartered in Hopkinsville and
serves the western Kentucky area, operating a chain of convenience
stores known as Max Fuel Express.
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Retired MPD
officer, son
plead guilty
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. — A retired Murray Police Department officer
will serve 30 months in federal prison after pleading guilty to
cocaine and firearm charges.
Garnett Dean Alexander, 58, pleaded guilty Friday in U.S.
District Court to possessing cocaine with the intent to distribute and
being a drug user in possession of firearms. Alexander remains free
on bond until his Oct. 10 sentencing.
Alexander retired in the late 1990s after a two-decade career with
the Murray Police Department.
In April 2()06, Calloway County Sheriff's deputies found in
Alexander's Utterback Road home 64 grams of powder cocaine and
evidence that he planned to distribute the drug. Also in his possession were five firearms and ammunition, according to court documents.
Alexandel was arrested April 29, 2006, and then a Calloway
County grand jury indicted him in early May on eight drug-related
charges. In March 2007, the case was introduced in federal court,
which does not have a parole system.
In a separate but related case. Alexander's son also pleaded guilty
to drug and firearm possession charges.
Wesley Alexander, 23, also of Murray, admited to having 764
Lortab pills, I 1 1 grams of powder cocaine and .76 grams of ecstacy,
as well as a .40-caliber gun in his Park Street apartment. He also was
given a 30-month sentence in the plea agreement with federal prosecutors.
Wesley Alexander was taken into custody because he tested positive for cocaine and other drugs three times since posting bond.
He'll also be sentenced officially on Oct. 10.
A Calloway County deputy stopped the younger Alexander for
driving on a suspended license on April 28. Following the traffic
stop, Dean Alexander told police the drugs and cash found in the
vehicle belonged to him, not his son.
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TOM BERRY, TOMMY DILLARD & ERIC WALKER:ledger & Times
Despite some wet weather that moved through the area over the weekend, plenty
of fun and activities were had during the Freedom Fest festivities around Murray.
The Briggs & Stratton float moves down Main Street Saturday and earns top
awards in the Most Patriotic category. At right, a youngster gets some 'air from a
bungee jump device downtown Saturday. Sunday night, the sky over Murray lit up
with fireworks.

Rain can't dampen patriotic spirit
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
As rain drenched the area Fnday
afternoon and evening, one might have
thought the weather would put a
damper on opening night of Freedom
Fest festivities.
But enthusiasts proved they were no
fairweather fans, coming out to enjoy
the barbecue contest on the courthouse
square and kick off the Fourth of July
celebration with the most American of
foods.
Saturday saw the parade. Bark in
the Park, a street fair and a country
concert on the square. Family Day in
the Park and the Gospel Explosion
were held Sunday afternoon in
Central Park and the Briggs and
Stratton Fireworks Extravaganza
capped off the festivities Sunday night.
Murray Tourism Director Lindsey
Geib said she was very pleased with
the way the weekend went.
"I think overall. Freedom Fest went

really smoothly," she said. "01 course,
you can't control Mother Nature, so
that provided a challenge for us, but we
got through the challenge of the rain.
"It made things interesting on
Friday because it started raining heavily around 12:30 p.m. and our vendors
were supposed to show up at I. So it
made things a little bit confusing for
the vendors and for the public in general. But people still showed up, we
still had a crowd despite the rain."
Geib said that the Red, White and
Blue Block Party was a success
despite the severe thunderstorm. Even
after an official cancellation, the community still came out in full force to
see the Muff-Vegas All Stars.
Gelb estimated around 5.000 people
attended Freedom Fest over all the
events of the weekend.
The biggest events of the weekend
were Sunday night's fireworks, shot
from Bee Creek Soccer Complex
around 9 p.m., and Saturday morning's
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parade down Main Street.
Geib said the parade was one of the
biggest and best Freedom Fest has ever
enjoyed.
"The parade went extremely well,"
she said. "I think it was one of largest
parades we've had yet."
Winners in this year's parade were:
— Most Patriotic: Briggs and
Stratton, National Guard, AMVETS
Ladies Aux #45;
— Most Original: Vietnam Vets,
Murray Art Guild, Murray Elementary
School 4-H Clover Club;
— Best of Show: BLEND.
Purchase Area Antique Tractor Club.
Gerald L. Coles.
The parade wasn't the only event to
award titles to exceptional participants.
Koppenid Realty awarded "Flying
Flags of Murray" to the best-decorated
homes and businesses. In the business
division. The Bookmark, Calloway
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SherinPolicenrelais
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
p.m. Thursday.
• A Murray Pans Road residence reported at • Peter Sitchanoff, 48, of Mayfield. was arrested
5'44 p.m. Friday receiving a phone call as part for receiving stolen property more than $300
of a scam. The call solicited funds for a after an employee was accused of a theft at
statewide effort to buy bullet-proof vests. When Southeastern Book Co. at 3:32 p.m. Thursday.
the woman said she'd rather give to a local • A theft was reported at 1615C Campbell St. at
agency, the caller hung up on her.
5.04 p.m. Thursday.
• An injury crash was reported at 8:18 a.m. • A purse was reported stolen from Wal-Mart at
Sunday on Ky. 121 South by Statile( Dairy, The 5.41 p.m. Thursday
subject claimed he hurt all over and his car was • Jason Stanley, 23, of Murray, was arrested
in the field.
Thursday for receiving stolen property more
Murray Police Department
than $300.
• A caller from 1102 Pogue wanted to speak to • A theft was reported at 10:15 p.m. Thursday.
an officer at 9:38 a.m Thursday about bicycle • A cell phone was reported stolen from 100 N
thefts.
Sixth St. Apt. 13 at 2:32 a.m. Friday.
• Extra patrol was requested after a theft was
Calloway County Are-Rescue
reported at 523 S. 11th St at 9:51 a.m • A caller from Wiswell Road West reported
Thursday
smoke coming from a utility pole at 2:55 p.m.
• Utility meter tampenng was reported at 9:55 Saturday. West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp. and a subcontractor cable
a.m. Thursday at 512 S. 13th St.
•Isaac C. Woodruff, 25, of Murray, was arrested crew were notified because it was an electric
Thursday on a Tngg County warrant for receiv- line feeding into a cable box.
ing stolen property more than $300
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
• A theft was reported at CingulariAT&T at 12:01
and citations from various agencies.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
PATRIOTIC PERFORMANCE: Members of Murray First Baptist Church's choir go through a
dress rehearsal Sunday at Lovett Auditonum for tonight's performance of 1 Believe in
America'

NOTICE
III
The
Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District will
meet tonight at 7 at the
District Water Office located
at 351 Almo Rd
• The
Murray Code
Enforcement Board will hold
a public hearing and special
meeting Tuesday. July 10.
at 5 p m at City Hall to hear
and review cases regarding
the city's property maintenance code
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

Sanitation Department
releases holiday information
The Murray Sanitation Ikpartment will be closed Wednesday for
the Independence Day holiday.
All Wednesday customers -should have their containers out for
pickup on Thursday morning. All other customers should set their
containers out on their regularly scheduled day. even though routes
may run late in some areas.
The City of Murray Transfer Station will also be closed
Wednesday.
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Tiny town battling LA, Dallas for
right to host candidate Edwards
(OLUMBUS. Ky. iAPi -- the Louple hundred people living in
this far western Kentucky town aren't used to competing with places
like Los Angeles and Dallas. But they find themselves in the running
with some of the biggest cities in a nationwide contest to host a presidential candidate
Dernocrat John Edwards is running an Internet contest in which
itic former senator promises to Sisit whichever city receives the most
soles "demanding- that he come.

congrats
Dr. Matthew Price

hut
TOM BERH r Laoge & Trmes
veterans' Freedom Fest Parade entry won most onginal in the judging with their

From Front
• Cooney Public Library and
Furnish
Yourself took home honors,
as did Nancy McMinn. Donna
and Woody Herndon and Anne
Adams in the home division.

People gathered all over town
to view the fireworks, which
lasted about 20 minutes Sunday
evening.
"They really went all out with
the fireworks." Geib said. "We
were very pleased. It was a great
way to end a three-day festival."

Activities for the Fourth holiday will continue. Tonight will
be the "I Believe In America"
concert at Lovett Auditorium
and on Wednesday will be the
veteran memorial service on the
court square at 7:30 a.m.

in addition to this honor, Dr. Matthew
Price os received several honors
while completing his Medical School
and Ob-Gyis training at the University
of Louisville including induction into
Alpha Omega Alpha the national
honor society in the field of medicine

A Patriotic Spectacular

Monday, July 2, 2007
7:00 PM
Lovett Auditorium
on the campus of Murray State University

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm
/
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Primary Care Medical Center would like to
‘origrutuiutt. Dr. Matthew Price ,)11 his recer
selection by the American College of Obstetrics
and Gynecology Is one of 1 U residents in the
United .(itates chosen to represent them in Tokyo,
Japan While there, Dr. Price participated in and
gave lectures on topics important in the field
At'
of OB-Gyn

Dr. Price is a native of Murray and
Calloway County, and he is the son of
Richard and Rita Price Dr. Price and his
wife Monica have two children, Komden
& Kaitlyn Dr Matthew Price's plans are to
open his new Ob-Gyn practice in Murray
r, mid July in association with Primary
Core Medical Center.
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and featuring the "Freedom Fest Choir."
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KentuckylnBriet
Jet carrying shuttle headed for Ky. Remains
identified as missing teen,

OFFUTT AIR
FORCE
BASE, Neb. (AP) — Clear
weather allowed a jumbo jet carrying the space shuttle Atlantis
to take off today for Kentucky
on its way back to Kennedy
Space Center in Florida, NASA
said.
NASA officials decided the
shuttle could leave Offun Air
Force Base following a 6 a.m.
weather bnefing, spokeswoman
Jennifer Tharpe said.
"We're really ready to get
where we're going," Tharpe said
before takeoff.
A modified Boeing 747 with
the shuttle mounted on its back
left from Edwards Air Force
Base on Sunday morning and
landed at Offutt that afternoon
following a refueling stop, officials said.
The
jet's
destination
remained confidential until it
was in (be air for security reasons. It was to land at Fort
Campbell, Ky., for refueling, 1st
Lt. Matthew Miller with Offutt
said.
The jet, which stops to refuel
at undisclosed locations, could
still arrive at Cape Canaveral

suspect charged with murder

•17:

DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky man has
been charged with murder, rape and kidnapping after the remains of
a teenager missing since last October were found on Saturday.
Ralph Belt, 56, of Providence, Ky., was arrested on Saturday by •
state police after the remains of Rosemary Baker, 19, of Dawson
Springs were found at an undisclosed location. Dr. Emily Craig used dental records to detennine Baker's identity, police said.
Baker was reported missing in October. Police did not say when- '
or how Baker was killed. Belt was lodged in the Hopkins County11"!
Detention Center following his arrest.

School board considering new
options after Supreme Court decision

.r.
.r.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The Jefferson County board of education considered scrapping its desegregation plan five years ago
and installing a new system that factored family income into the
equation.
AP
That idea was quickly dismissed by board members, but one the
The Space Shuttle Atlantis takes off atop its modified Boeing 747 carrier aircraft from Edwards
Air Force Base, Calif. on the first leg of its ferry flight back to the Kennedy Space Center, board may revisit after the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the
county's desegregation plan last week.
Sunday.
"It may be one of the few ways (to maintain diversity)," said
today as planned, but a Tuesday Texas, making an unusual stop
Unfavorable weather at its
school
board member Steve Imhoff, who proposed the incomearrival was possible if bad on a commercial runway. Florida launch site forced
weather intervened,Tharpe said. Amarillo is about 500 miles NASA to divert to the shuttle's based plan in 2002. "At the time people thought, 'Why change
"They aren't going to rule it south of Offutt.
alternate landing site in something that's working" But now we've got to do something
out," Tharpe said. -There's so
Atlantis, carrying seven California. NASA prefers to else."
Around 40 school districts across the country are already using
many things playing into it."
astronauts, landed June 22 after land shuttles in Florida to avoid
The jet made a refueling stop a I4-day construction mission at the cost of transporting them income-based school assignment to address diversity, though a
earlier Sunday in Amarillo, the international space station.
report by the Century Foundation, a Washington, D.C.-based thinkback.
tank, said the politics have been "heated."
Pat Todd, director of student assignment in Jefferson County, said
any income-based assignment plan could be difficult to manage
because income levels change over time. It could be particularly
complex in Louisville. where the majority of students are middle
class.
The board is in no hurry to find a quick resolution. A federal
judge will oversee the process, which will include input from the
PADUCAH,Ky.(AP)— Police in western Kentucky are puzzled
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Police scaled back their search for a community.
by an alarming number of traffic fatalities on the area's roads.
missing 4-year-old boy on Sunday, though they continued to follow
Already, 37 people have died in traffic accidents this year in an credible leads on the boy's whereabouts.
11-county area that includes McCracken County. There are usually
Cesar Aguilar-Cano was last seen on Friday afternoon in front of
about 25 deaths during the first-half of the year in the area accordthe apartment complex his family lives in near Churchill Downs.
ing to trooper Barry Meadows.
More than 200 officers, firefighters and neighbors searched for the
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A woman who signed a court order
"I've never, in 18 years, seen it like this,- Meadows said.
boy on Saturday, posting signs in both English and Spanish asking to stop operating a child day care facility out of her home after hid- ,
Meadows said most of the deaths have been drivers over age 50, for
help in locating him.
ing children in a crawlspace during an inspection is being charged but can't seem to find any other connection.
Neighbors told police that Cesar was a curious boy who would with contempt of court for allegedly violating the order.
-They're different locations, not bunched up," he said. "It doesRobin Tracy, operator of Ms. Robin's Childcare, agreed that she
sometimes run around the apartment complex unsupervised. It wasn't make any sense."
would not care for more than three unrelated children at her home in
n't uncommon for the boy to go inside open apartment doors.
A new mandatory seatbelt law introduced last year helped the
An amber alert has not been issued because police do not believe Franklin Circuit Court on June 22. The agreement came after offistate record its lowest number of traffic deaths in five years in 2006,
cials found children hiding in a crawlspace under her back porch
according to the Transportation Cabinet's Department of the boy was abducted, said Louisville police spokesman Lt. Phil
during an inspection.
Russell.
Transportation Safety.
But officials from the Cabinet for Health and Family ServicesThat number could be even lower this year. At this time last year,
"There's deep concern about what may have occurred and that and
a Frankfort police officer found at least five children who were •
419 people had died on the state's roads. As of last Friday, there had he's a 4-year-old and he has no shoes," Russell said.
not related to Tracy in her home during a visit last week.
been 406 traffic fatalities in Kentucky in 2007.
Cesar is 3-feet tall and weighs 40 pounds. He was wearing a yelCourt documents allege Tracy told officials all seven children in:
The state recently passed a bill that would allow the speed limit low tank top and gray shorts at the time
of his disappearance.
her house at the time of the visit were related to her, but interviews
to be raised from 65 to 70 mph on some roadways. Meadows said
The boy's mother, her boyfriend and her boyfriend's father are all with parents and grandparents revealed at least five of the chi
his concern isn't necesSgirily on the major roadways that will see the
cooperating in the police investigation said family spokesman , were no relation.
•••
increased speed limit,,but the secondary roads that adjoin them.
The motion submitted by the state is asking Tracy to be finial
"They drive on those four-lane roads at 70, and then they exit off Christopher 2X.
-It's not easy because (the mother) knows at some level that she $500 for contempt of court and $1,000 for violating the order. She
... and take it for granted that that's 70 too," he said. "Our rural secwas expected to appear in Franklin Circuit Court today.
should have been more mindful of where he was at," 2X said.
ondary roads are bad enough at 55.-

Police puzzled by west Search continues for
Kentucky fatalities
missing 4-year-old boy

Day care operator charged with
contempt of court

ONLY $ 15.00 TO ANYONE WHO NEEDS HELP BUT HAS NEVER BEEN TO A CHIROPRACTOR BEFORE
(Or Hasn't Been in A Long Time)

Dear Friend,
If you've ever thought
about going to a chiropractor but you've hesitated
because you weren't sure it
was right for you, please
read on...
My name is Dr. Jon
Wuest.
In honor of Independence
Day, I have agreed to "give
away" to (anyone who asks
for it) $1.50 of my services
for only $15 - that's right,
$15.
In the years since I began
my practice, I've helped
hundreds of people feel better and live healthier, more
productive lives through
chiropractic care. And now
I'd like to introduce even
more Calloway County
residents to the many benefits our profession has to
offer.
For instance, chiropractic
care may be able to help
you if you're suffering from
any of the following conditions:
• Migraine headaches
• Lower back pain
• Numbness or soreness in
your arms or legs
• Constant fatigue; lack of
energy
• Muscle spasms, sprains
& strains
These symptoms can be
caused whenever the vertebrae in your spine are out of
alignment because these
"misalignments" directly
affect your nervous system.
Fortunately, if you are
suffering from any of these
problems or similar afflictions right now, they may
be relieved or eliminated by
proper chiropractic treatment (commonly called
adjustment).

So, if you've always wanted to "check out" chiropractic care and see what it
can do for you, now is the
best time to do so
because...
For 10 days only,$15 will
get you all the services 1
normally charge new
patients more than $150
for!
What does this offer
include? Everything.
Take a look at what you
will receive...
• An in-depth consultation
about your health and
well-being
• A complete chiropractic
spinal examination
• A full set of specialized
X-rays to determine if a
misalignment in your
spine is causing your
pain or symptoms...
(NOTE: nobody gives
these kinds of X-rays
away free, they would
normally cost you at
least $100).
• An analysis of your
X-rays and spinal exam
results to see what needs
to be done to help relieve
your problem
• Helpful literature that
shows you how your
body works and why you
experience pain
• Answers to all your most
probing questions about
chiropractic care and
what it can do for you...
The appointment will not
take long at all. And like I
said, I normally charge
$150 for this (most of
which just covers the full
set of X-rays).
But for now, as part of this
special offer, you can come
in and find out for certain if

you need chiropractic care
and how it might help you
eliminate the pain you are
feeling.

Meet the Doctor
Before you come in,
though, you will probably
want to know a little bit
about me. So let me tell
you...
Aside from a stint in the
US Army and going away
to chiropractic college I
have resided in Calloway
County for the past 33
years. I have a wonderful
wife, Michelle, and three
terrific kids, Nicholas,
Maggie and Katelyn.
I graduated from Life
College of Chiropractic in
2000, where I received
recognition for clinical proficiency as well as chiropractic radiological theory
and practice. I have done
post-graduate work in the
research and science of chiropractic. I have also taken
multiple courses dealing
with injuries and treatment
associated with motor vehicle accidents. I am certified
by the National Board of
Chiropractic Examiners.
Does Chiropractic Really
Work?
Absolutely! Here are
some findings from studies
done by
chiropractors and orthope-

dic surgeons...
Harvard Medical School
Health Letter
September, 1990
"Chiropractic treatment of
low back pain, which
affects
75
million
Americans, is superior to
the standard regimen
administered by medical
doctors", a major British
study has concluded.
"Chiropractic almost certainly confers worthwhile
long-term benefit in comparison with hospital outpatient management," said Dr.
T.W. Meade, a British medical doctor who headed the
study conducted at eleven
hospitals and chiropractic
clinics.
Federal Medical Study
Endorses Chiropractic
For Back Pain - US
Agency For Health Care
Federal Medical Study
Policy and Research
December 8, 1994 - A
panel of 23 doctors headed
by Dr. Stanley Bigos, M.D.,
professor of Orthopedic
Surgery, studied 3900 medical articles on low back
pain. Their conclusions
were that "chiropractor's
manipulation of the spine
was more helpful than any
of the following: traction,
massage,
biofeedback,
acupuncture, injection of
steroids into the spine, back
corsets and ultrasound."
Would you like even more
proof that chiropractic
works? Then listen to these
comments from a few of
my patients...
Patient Success Stories
suffered from low back
pain for over a year and
tried other doctors, treatments and medications

before coming to
Dr. Wuest. My back problem is now a thing of the
past. I have started walking
daily, and I wake up in the
morning without pain.
Sincerely -P. Rogers.

me up on my offer to see
what chiropractic can do
for you, all you have to do
is call our office and set up
an appointment,
PHONE

(270)759-1945

Call this number only
Call anytime between the
hours of 3-12 and 2-5
Monday through Friday.
Tell the receptionist you
would like to come in for
the Special Introductory
Examination July 2nd
through July 12th.
I expect to get flooded
with appointments for this
event, so please call as soon
as possible to assure that
you do not miss out.
Thank you very much,
and I look forward to trying
to help you get rid of your
When I first saw Dr.
pain so you can start living
Wuest I was walking with a healthier
and more promy upper body bent at a 45
ductive life.
degree angle to the left. Dr.
Sincerely,
Wuest told me that I had a
Dr. Jon Wuest
disc bulge and that he
thought he could help me.
Within 6 weeks I was
walking straight and pain Dr. Jon Wuest D.C.
free.
1313 Johnson Blvd.
Sincerely, -A. Nigl
Murray, Ky. 42071
Guarantee of Great Service
Obviously, I cannot guarantee results. No one can. Due to insurance regulaBut there is one guarantee I tions, Medicare and some
can give you, and that is a other insurance may be
guarantee to give my best excluded from this offer.
effort.
Plus, if I do not think I can Any further treatment shall
help you, I will tell you and be agreed upon in writing
refer you to a specialist who and signed by both parties
might be able to help.
You have the right to
Limited Time Offer
rescind
within seventy two
Obviously, with an offer
(72)
hours
any obligation to
like this, I cannot afford to
pay
for
services
performed
do it for very long, so I
in
addition
to
this
free or
picked July 2nd through
discounted
service.
July 12th.
If you would like to take
I started having dizzy
spells in 1988 after a car
wreck. I was diagnosed
with motion sickness and
pretty much told to live
with it. My symptoms had
gotten progressively worse
over the years and were
affecting every aspect of
my life.
I've been seeing Dr.
Wuest for 2 months now
and my dizzy spells are
gone. He has given me my
life back.
Sincerely, -D. Underhill
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Campaigns open /
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for business
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FRANKFORT, Ky. —
The numbers are in, folks,
and spending by all the
major candidates in the
:s Democratic and Republican
gubernatorial primaries in
May surpassed $20 million.
That amounts to nearly
$S for every man, woman
and child in the commonwealth
Quite an outlay.
And the spending on the
November general election is
likely to be just as frenzied.
The two winners in May
— incumbent Republican
Gov. Ernie Fletcher and former Democratic It. Gov.
Steve Beshear — combined
to spend about $5.3 million
of that $20 million total
($3.5 million by Fletcher.
S1.14 million by Besheari.
Even more interesting is
that they were hardly the
profligate spenders in their
respective pnmaries.
That distinction goes to
the millionaire candidates in
both. Republican Billy Harper and Democrat Bruce
Lunsford.
Harper. a Paducah businessman, spent $6.1 million
for his third-place finish in
the GOP primary, most of it
his own money.
For his pan, Louisville
businessman Lunsford outspent Harper by about half
a million, or a total of $6.6
million. But Lunsford only
_ion of has own
put 55 7 mill
cash into the second place
finish. (That also means
Lunsford has invested more
than $12 million into not
becoming governor of Ken(ucky in two unsuccessful
attempts.)
Partner U.S. Rep. Anne
•.
Northup spent about $1.9
million on her second place
finish behind Fletcher. Former t.i Gov. Steven Henry
- spent around SI 4 million to
place third behind Beshear
and Lunsford House Speaker itki, Richards trailed the
lot in both panics MO only
$653.000 for a fourth place
finish in the Ikmocratic primary
All of these figures were
reported last week to the
Kentucky Registry of Election 1-inanse here.
The required fundraising
and spending reports also
revealed that Fletcher came
out of his primary with only
about $23,000 in the hank
and Beshear with around
$50,000 Either of them
would have been in deep
money trouble had they
been faced with financing
runoff primary in a short
four weeks after the May
soling
It also means the two
have spent the last month
manning the phones to
round up the millions cash
will need to finance their

fall campaigns.
And
there is no
question
that they
will get
whatever
amount is
necessary.
As one
Agree Or of only
three
Not
By Todd Duvall gubernatonal elections
Syndicated
this year
Columnist
and evidently the
only one truly contested,
both national party organizations will be pouring money
into Kentucky. the Republican Party to retain the governorship it attained in 2003
after three decades out of
power, and the Democratic
Party to wrest that governorship back as a prelude to
the 2008 presidential election.
So Fletcher and Beshear
will be blessed with a lot
of national contributors.
They also will go to the
traditional sources of campaign money in Kentucky
the men and women who
do business with state government: the lawyers and
engineers, road builders and
architects, doctors and
lawyers and business owners
who stand to gain or lose
tens of millions of dollars
on the next administration
Many. in fact, will hedge
their bets by contnbuting to
both campaigns.
It was, of course, just
this kind of hog wallow of
campaign finance that led to
Kentucky's brief experiment
in partial public financing of
gubernatonal campaigns. In
exchange for agreeing to
limit spending to a certain
amount. candidates for governor were allotted matching
state money for every dollar
they raised privately up to
that. limit
Republicans opposed the
limit on the grounds that
the much larger Democratic
voter registration numbers
meant Republican candidates
had to spend more to have
J hope of being successful
That's undoubtedly true.
Although the increases in
Republican registration , in
recent years make the disparity less meaningful.
When the GOP got control of the Kentucky Senate.
the first order of business
was an end to spending limits and partial public financing.
So expect to see a lot of
familiar names and occupanon% on the contributor lists
for both Fletcher and
Beshear's fall campaigns.
Me hog wallow is open for
business
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'These truths to be self-evident'

July 4 is rapidly approaching when we will observe
the 231st anniversary of the
signing of the Declaration of
Independence in Philadelphia
July 4. 1776. July 4 is and
nghtfully should be our
nation's premier national holiday. It is a time of parades.
picnics, and fireworks, but it.
should be more than that
It should Also be a time
when we reflect on the principles upon which our nation
was founded. I wonder how
many Amencans living today
have actually read the Declaration of Independence from
beginning to end. Not very
tnany. I suspect, and among
those who have, it likely has
been a long time.
It is one of the most
important, most famous, and
most influential documents in
all history, it is not long, it
is easily accessible, and it's
a good read. I recommend it
to you.
When you read the Declaration of Independence. you
will notice it divides itself
into four parts. The first
paragraph forms the introduc
non and explains its purpose,
and the second presents the
theological and philosophical
foundations of independence.
Following the second paragraph comes a list of 29
grievances against the Bntish
government the sum and substance of which is that it has
become a tyrant "unfit to be
the ruler of a free people."
And, the concluding paragraph actually declares independence with the worlds "...
-42071-1040
1001 %howl! Ave.• Murray.
United ('olonies Are.
these
Phone (270i 753-1916• Fax (2701 753-1927
And of Right ought to he
Mon. Fn. 7:30 a.m. - 3 p.m • Cloned Sat. ZS Sun.
Free and Independent States.
that they are Absolved from
Armoraralurrsyleila.-r
All Allegiance to the British
.,fitrirlurnurravleiipmr
and that all political
Crown.
4.1.40murraileilirpr
connection between them and
.4%
the State of Great Britain. Is
u1•11.4ii•nnirrarl«t1mr
and ought to he totally dis
filkartim.nOrmurran11...lierr
solved ."
ItYlijr•IMINOWT1114.4.1
Our patriot forefathers
onhaaaastrarlowlarr omit
were engaging in sery sen
ou% business when they
hibunousia Kates
wrote and signed that docuwere.
h
•
Lis•
.ieluren
11,4n,
pas 411.• in advance
'iii
ment They knew the British
—
(Aram II
11404.1 .•
would not give up their
KY.
11114 R• mail in rem
IR
11, S
American colonies without a
3 mm, 6am
m•rawili.eroto• 1128
and they also knew
fight,
411.411.......1.16ftroptemits 114S
$28
that failure would likely.
result in their deaths. They
VI..•••••• rlw.kok Viveren •••••• •0••••••••• os,ere .4smilein.
were, however, willing to
P.n.:Urals molar ps.1
Ilbsamer.rooRu. t !nor.. Ihro aita4 %.". leen l's.
diming.. 0.. TM MI RHO 1115.1N t
join Patrick Henry and say.
Illeme•. 141 1411V1111 10T/ N Saari rib...
num P111 Is IOW. Ilkorre..11,1 42071-1040
"(jive me liberty or give me
sou
gri
we.
death"
mess 11,1 a rsP
The Declaration of Inde,••••• “••40 I.11 'VI 1916
pendence was several things.
.•• weep,.4 ,1-•
Tres
111
Loh..
Worm
•
7•1111
111R
t1.111!•
lothen II ram
...Miry% %Yr./mere PAIrir.,
one of which was what we
ILoserr4, Pw'. kWNW
5Am..1•8•4 Pi
,rtstotairJ ft.• 111,. •.
knonsird Pl•M• vriumar44 ~OW
today would call a public
Cr.wolowit
relations document or press
release designed to win the
support not only of the
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right to secede from the
British Empire in 1776,
did not have the
southerners
By Winfield H. Rose
right to secede from the
themselves are not victims of United States in 1861. HistoAmerican people but also of
ry has affirmed the rightness
tyranny do they have the
people around the world.
of Lincoln's position. meanOur forefathers wanted not right and the duty to free or
help to free others who are?
ing. among other things, that
only to tell the world what
Does this depend on whether
natural rights are not equal
they were doing hut why,
the victims are aware of and
but ranked, that is, the right
and they wanted to explain
are dissatisfied with their
to liberty trumps the right to
Why 'ihat they were doing
property and, by extension,
was justified. To do the latter condition? Does this depend
on the extent or the barbarity the right to life trumps the
they made the second paN,
right to liberty.
graph a statement of religious of the tyranny? Does this
depend on who the tyrants
While Lincoln preserved
faith.
and victims are? Thus, the
our nation and its founding
When the authors of the
Declaration of Independence
Declaration said they held
principles in the 19th century.
raises interesting questions
self-evibe
to
truths
"these
it is highly ironic that those
that go beyond 1776.
dent" they were stating that
principles were undermined in
When many of these same
what they were about to say
that century and since by the
patriot forefathers added the
need not be proven as scienwork of a man born on
ConstiBill of Rights to the
tific fact. They knew, as do
the same day as Linexactly
tution in 1791 they reverted
we. that All people are not
February 12, 1809. That
coln.
natuof
trio
to the Lockean
totally equal in a strict, sciman was Charles Darwin.
entific sense. What they were ral nghts. that is, life, liberty,
Evolution teaches that man
Fifth
the
in
property,
and
stating, then, is that they
not created by God but
was
properAmendment. To them
believed what they were
he
evolved over a long
that
happiness
of
pursuit
and
ty
(fact)
true
was
say
to
about
of
time from lower
period
same
the
in a moral sense and that. as were basically
life forms. Thus, man was
thing. that is. one could not
far as they were concerned.
not created by God and, if
pursue happiness without
its truth needed no proof,
property.
not, he therefore cannot be
that is. it was self-evident.
Another question anses
"endowed by his Creator
The truth they believed
here, however, and that queswas that All people MC creatwith certain unalienable
tion is are these land other)
ed by God in His image and
rights." And, if man is not
natural nghts equal among
that, as a result, all people
endowed with such rights by
themselves or are they
share an equal and inherent
his creator, it does not make
ranked? In other words, is
worth that sets them apart
sense to say that governfrom other living things. This one's right to life superior to
ments are instituted to secure
one's right to liberty, and is
is. purely and Simply. a
them.
one's nght to liberty greater
statement of religious faith.
Thus, another question the
than one's right to property
and hack in 1776 that meant
of Independence
Declaration
or the pursuit of happiness'!
something
is whether it is
today
raises
With the adoption of the
Stemming from their
than an obsomore
anything
Constitution in 1789 our
divine creation and special
anachrolete,
invalid
curious,
for
shifted,
nation's attention
status, people possess certain
little
deserves
nism
which
a time, away from the Dec"unalienable" rights which
ng
a
condescendi
than
more
to
e
of
laration
Independenc
may not rightfully he taken
smile from the enlightened
the interpretation and impleaway. and "among these are
who really know better. In
mentation of the Constitution
life, liberty and the pursuit
other words, is it, in essence,
itself. This is understandable,
of Happiness" This clearly
a hoax? A benign hoax, perhut as the slavery issue
says there are other rights.'
haps. but a hoax neverthebecame more and more connot listed there, and in the
less?
troversial there were those
%AMC paragraph the authors
who used arguments from the
To borrow a phrase from
later add a fourth, the right
Declaration of Independence
Patrick Henry, "I know not
to rebel against a despotic
to justify slavery. secession,
what course others may take
government It Is interesting
but as for me" it most defito note that this right is then„. and southern independence
They said slaves were propnitely is not a hoax, benign
elevated to a duty
or otherwise. It was, it is,
They continue that govern- ens And that they had a natural right to such property.
and it shall always remain a
ments cum to preserve and
Moreover, if the national
political statement based on
protect these nghts. "dens ing
government attempted to
religious faith all of whose
their just powers from the
deprive them of that alleged
principles are true, profound
consent of the governed"
right. they then had the natu- and eternal. Human beings
Nonce the adjective "just"
are created by God in His
here, governments derive only ral right and duty to resist
image, and they are endowed
Abraham Lincoln disagreed
their Just powers. not all
by Him with certain unalienwith this interpretation of the
their powers. from the conable rights
Declaration of Independence
sent of those governed. This
Governments are instituted
and clarified a point our
requires belief or faith in a
to
secure these rights, and
had
taken
patriot
forefathers
standard of right and wrong
they derive their just powers
for granted as another self let us return to the idea
evident truth, that is, that the from the consent of the govthat people have A right and
erned. In the immortal words
right to rebel existed only to
a duty to resist tyranny
of Martin Luther. "Here I
purmoral
high
a
forefathers
advance
piano(
our
What
stand: I call do no other"
pose, not to advance an
said is that people have this
How about you? What
immoral purpose
right and duty when they
the Declaration of Indedoes
the
whereas
Thus,
of
themselves are victims
pendence mean to you"
colonists did indeed have the
tyranny. but when people
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Obituaries
Mrs. Magel Gore

NATIONAL/ INTERNATIONAL

Two more suspects arrested in
Glasgow airport bombing case

Mrs. Magel Gore, 46, Elm Street, Dexter, died Friday. June 29,
2007, at 6 p.rn, at her home.
Preceding her in death were her father, Harry Crittendon, and
special friend, Steve Mason.
GLASGOW, Scotland (AP)
Survivors include two sons, Robbie Tidwell, Paducah, and
-Police said this morning they
Ronnie Tidwell and wife, Ashley. Calvert City; one daughter, Mrs. had arrested two more men as
Meagan Curtis and husband, Michael, and her mother, Mrs. Sue suspects in the car bomb attack
Mathis Crittendon, all of Hardin; two sisters, Mrs. Candy Smith, on Glasgow airport as details
Metropolis, Ill., and Mrs. Cathy Adams and husband, Kenneth, emerged that authorities had
Symsonia; four brothers, Harold Crittendon, Dwayne Crittendon been close on the trail of the susand wife, Tammy, and Mark Crittendon and wife, Trish, all of pects, one of whom may have
Hardin, and Tim Crittendon and wife, Cathy, Draffenville; four been a local doctor.
Rental
agent
Daniel
grandchildren.
Gardiner, whose company
The funeral was today (Monday)at II a.m. in the chapel of Imes- leased a Glasgow-area home
Miller Funeral Home. Burial was in the Coles Campground searched by police, said authoriCemetery.
ties contacted his firm just ahead
of Saturday's airport attack.
Strathclyde police said two
Bobby Gene Wright
A graveside service for Bobby Gene Wright was Sunday at 2 p.m. men, ages 25 and 28, had been
at Spring Hill Cemetery, Clinton. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of detained under the Prevention of
Terrorism Act, correcting an earMurray was in charge of arrangements.
lier report one suspect was 20
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice, Murray- years old.
Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
"This continues to be a fastMr. Wright, 77, Murray, died Friday, June 29, 2007, at 8:25 p.m. moving investigation and I am
grateful to the public for their
at his home.
Born Oct. 17, 1929, he was the son of the late Peter Paul Wright perseverance and support during
Sr. and Mary Rochelle Wright. Also preceding him in death were these difficult times," Assistant
Chief Constable John Malcolm
several nieces and nephews.
said.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ronda Grafford and husMeanwhile. British police
band, Ron. Murray; four sons, Randy Wright and wife, Tina, were sifting through large
Murray, Terry Wright and wife, Jean, Union City, Tenn., Richard amounts of evidence from the
Wright and wife, Sheila, South Fulton, Tenn., and Rodney Wright vehicles and from video surveiland wife, Lena, Alton, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Goodwin, lance of the scenes where two
Little Rock, Ark., and Mrs. Nancy Callihen, Virginia; two brothers, car bombs failed to explode in
Peter Paul Wright Jr. and wife, Lorraine, Mansfield, Texas, and Gary central London on Friday and
two men rammed a Jeep
Wright and wife, Sue, Memphis, Tenn.; 11 grandchildren, Lisa Cherokee into the Glasgow airBeardsley, Tina Baker, Casey Wright, Jerad and Kayla Morris, port's entrance the following
Audrey and Mallory Wright, VaRhonda Hicks, Garret and Sloane day.
Wright and Trina Moore; eight great-grandchildren.
Police have arrested five
other suspects while conducting
raids across a country on its
Mrs. Sue Hargis
Mrs. Sue Hargis, Bossier City, La., formerly of Murray, Ky., died highest level of alert and are
searching for others. None of
Sunday, June 24, 2007, at her home. Her death followed a lengthy
them have been identified, but
illness.
British officials have said they
Born in Calloway County, Ky., she was the daughter of the late are hunting for what they called
Roy Thompson and Elsie Williams Thompson.
an al-Qaida-linked network
Survivors include her husband, Wells Hargis, to whom she had behind the three attempted terbeen married for 56 years; one son, Terry Hargis and wife. Darla, rorist attacks.
Security in London was highHot Springs, Ark.; one laughter, Mrs. Michelle Stanfield anthusMonday morning,
band, Michael, Bossier City; one brother, Ronald Thompson and ly visible
with long lines of cars forming
wife, Joyce, Louisville.
behind Police checkpoints on the
A memorial service will be tonight (Monday) at 6:30 in the London Bridge. Concrete carchapel of Boone Funeral Home, 2156 Airline Drive, Bossier City.
blockers were in place protectOnline condolences may be made at www.boonefh.com.

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Beatrice Farrell
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Mrs. Be.ltrice.Farrell passed away Friday. June 29, at 4:30 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Mrs. Farrell was born in Riverside, Ill., on Sept.
4, 1917. She was the daughter of Vernon M. and
Mary Snow Alexander. Beatrice graduated from
Illinois Wesleyan University with a bachelor's and
master's degree in music. She was a member of the
Sigma Alpha Iota music fraternity and the Phi
Kappa Phi honorary fraternity.
In 1942, she married Richard W. Farrell and
came with him to Murray in 1945, when he was
hired as the band and orchestra director at Murray
Farrell
State College. Beatrice taught piano and organ at
the university for many years and was a member of the Murray
Woman's Club Music Department:where she served as the accompanist for the Woman's Chorus. She is probably best known for her
position as the organist or the First United Methodist Church of
Murray where she served for 37 years.
As a member of the Sigma Alpha Iota music fraternity, Mrs.
Farrell served as the faculty advisor for the Iota Beta chapter at
Murray State University for many years. She was honored by this
organization in 1976. when she was presented with the Ring of
Excellence, an honor bestowed on only a few members who have
dedicated their lives to music education, performance excellence,
and service to the fraternity.
For many years. Bea was the official accompanist for the Murray
Rotary Club and became an honorary Rotarian herself, receiving the
Paul Harris Fellow Award for distinguished service to the Rotary
Club. Members of the Murray Rotary Club will serve as honorary
pallbearers at the funeral service.
Mrs. Farrell is preceded in death by her husband, Richard W.
"Doc" Farrell and two brothers, Vernon C. Alexander and Marion S.
Alexander. She is survived by her son. Richard V. Farrell and his
wife, Jacqueline Farrell, of Murray: her daughter. Kathy Farrell
Straub and her husband. Bill Straub, of Sun City Center, Fla.. three
grandchildren, Meg Farrell. Kate Farrell and Sara Straub.
Visitation for Beatrice Farrell will be from 5 to 8 p.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home today (Monday). There will also be visitation at the First United Methodist Church on Tuesday from 1 p.m.
until the funeral hour at 3 p.m. Burial will follow in the Murray
Cemetery. Officiating at the funeral service will be Rev. Richard
Smith. Music will be provided by Mrs. Joan Bowker and Mrs.
Margery Shown.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations
to the First United Methodist Church of Murray or to the R.W.
"Doc" Farrell Scholarship Fund through the MSU Foundation.
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AP
A British police officer keeps watch outside Waterloo train station in central London, with an

advertising board on a London bus in the background, this morning. Meanwhile, British police
were sifting through large amounts of evidence from the vehicles and from video surveillance
of the scenes where two car bombs failed to explode in central London on Friday and two men
rammed a Jeep Cherokee into the Glasgow airport's entrance the following day.
ing the Wimbledon tennis tournament.
"It is clear that we are dealing, in general terms, with people who are associated with alQaida," Prime Minister Gordon
Brown said Sunday.
Brown, who replaced outgoing Prime Minister Tony Blair
last week, said the threat would
be "long-term and sustained"
but said the country would not
be cowed by the plot targeting
central London and Glasgow's
airport.
"We will not yield, we will
not be intimidated and we will
not allow anyone to undermine

our British way of life," he said his company on Saturday afternoon, just minutes before the
in a televised interview.
A British government securi- airport attacks.
"A card was put through one
ty official said a loose U.K.wide network appeared to be of my colleague's door, asking it
ild contact them," he
behind the attacks but investiga- <AVe oak..
tors were struggling to pin down said. The-colleague found the
suspects' identities.
note at 3:05 p.m, 10 minutes
"These are not the type of before the airport attack
people who always carry identi- Gardiner said.
ty documents, or who use their
"A couple of hours later, they
real identities," the official said (police) came back to us with a
on condition of anonymity name, and we were able to trace
because of the sensitivity of the their records," he said. "The
police wanted to know why we
inquiries.
Gardiner, an official at the had dialed a certain phone numLet-It house rental agency in ber."
Glasgow, said police contacted

Chertoff; US safe, but
vigilance is necessary
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
United States remains safe after
the attack at a Scottish airport
and two foiled car bombs in
London, and no lifting of the terror alert status is planned,
Homeland Security Secretary
Michael Chertoff said this morning.
"We are safe, but we are safe
because we continue to pay
attention and we continue to add
security measures,- Chertoff
said as the Fourth of July holiday approaches.
The homeland security chief
noted that it appears no suicide
bombers were involved in the
incidents over the past several
days in Great Britain and said
that sends the message that
would-be terrorists have a wide
variety of ways to attack.
"If you look back at all the
plots, you've seen a wide variety
of techniques." he said on CBS's
"The Early Show." But Chertoff
said authorities in the United
States must prepare for a wide
variety of threats, even though
the suicide attacks often are the
most spectacular.
He also said the country
needs to be especially vigilant
about how and under what circumstances the threat increases.
"I think we've been saying
for some period of time that we
need to be looking not only at
homegrown terrorism, but that
international terrorism might
come to the United States
through Europe." Chertoff said.
The United States terrori
alert for airports is at orange. aft'
second highest level, and yellow.
the midlevel stage of the alert
status, for the rest of the countrs
as a whole. Red is the highest
alert level.

INSUIANC
(Available Anywhere in City or County)

Chertoff said the decision
was made to leave the terror
alert where it is for now,"based
on what we've seen so far."
A U.S. official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity while
the investigations were ongoing,
said Sunday that American
authorities were running the
names of the suspects in Britain
through their databases to look
for links to the United States.
Those checks would include
watch lists such as the no-fly
list; any clue that the suspects
had shared an address with people in the tl.S.; intelligence indicating the suspects made calls
into the U.S.; and other similar
types of investigative work.
It was not immediately clear
if counterterrorism agencies had
any hits or connections.
Appearing Monday morning on
"Good
Morning
ABC's
America," Chertoff reiterated
that "we do not have any specific credible information about an
attack directed against the
United States."
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Dos Jones Ind. Avg.....13506.4 + 97.8
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Air Products
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.............
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AT&T,Inc.

41.33 - 0.17

Mattel

BB&T
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Merck
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Microsoft
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is excited to let you know
that Chaney Boatright has oinecl our
team Chaney is a Redken Specialist
and will begin on Monday, July 4th.
To make an appointment with
Chaney call 753-MANE or her
direct line 227-6474.

305 N. 12th St. • Murray • University Square
753-MANE

Auto • Home* • Business* • Long Term Care
Farm* • Life • IRA • BlueCross/BlueShield

7534703
kfbmurray.com
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Need Line Golf Tournament
to be July 13 at local club

Cops and Rodders Police
Car Show Wednesday
MAYFIELD. Ky. — The
Graves Count Shenff's Only
Annual Cops & Rodders Police
Car Show will be Wednesday
horn 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in histonc downtown Mayfield.
Part of the Glory Days Celebration will be cruisers, spetial unit vehicles. bikes. K-9
vehicles. ATVs, DARE vehicles or others you may have.
The cost will be $I() entry fee

per agency.
Proceeds will go to the Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys & Girls"
Ranch at Gilbertsville. Voting
will be by the general public.
A traveling trophy will be given
for the overall winner.
For more information call
Graves County Sheriff John
Davis at 1-270-247-4501 or email rvesshenff(Ow.k.net

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

diapering, feeding and dressing; and find and interview for
bahysitting jobs.
The $40 course fee includes
the babysitter's handbook, and
a babysitter's first aid and safety kit (inellides emergency pad.
bandages, gloves, flashlight and
sports bag).
Pre-registration at the Calloway Red Cross office. 607
Poplar St.. Murray. as required
prior to the class. For more
information, contact Red Cross
Director Tory Daughnty at 753or
1421
callowayredcross@murrayky.net.

as

KenlakeLadlesGolf
-Ihr Kenlake Ladies Gulf League met at the Bill Hamnck
Vs'ednesMemorial Golf Course at Kenlake State Resort Park on
day for golf tournament for the winners.
First flight winners were Ann Tyncs. Mary Madaiczyk and
Evelyn Blom. 1-1Sil Toon, and Gloria "Thies and Jeanne Vance.
Second flight winners were Ina Horton. Louise Parker and
Phyllis. Daisy Durham and Mary Neale Barton.
A potluck lunch was sersed after golf play.
All ladies interested in playing gulf are invited to join the
group for play each Wednesday at 8 a.m.

A/1/10(//1cementv

Elizabeth Rhae Lanier
Alan and Catherine Lamer
ot Murray are the parents of

Elizabeth Rhae Lanier

A

Hickory Woods
15•11,•m•n4 4 vnter

HAPPENINGS
by Anemia Peeler
We had a great nine hulas night
with Mind. Kenn), & Jraide ibe
Messengers' gospel group We
lud scseral guests %his lAIITIe out
to (mists them with us They sang
those old hsmns that we
A 144
are familia with and lose Ms
I nid 'sanders said those were the
songs she grew up heating
%undies afternoon I attended A
hirthslas party for a 5(1) *pc,1.11
perwm Ms Viva Ellis Iktiens itt
old friends and (anal!, gathered to
(istshen trines' Methridust(huts h
ti6141 Puls Vt%a Elk a sets
hirthday She cflriiinues to
'ow
he an inspiration to all 01 us at
filiskors Nissils at her soung age
.4 9i
We also had two erripioyees with
hiritidass this omit. Annette
Pridemore and tiela (,teen
knnette is the new kid on the
Mock but is doing a great nth and
liela keeps us all well fed
Mari and kmaisa pa.ked some
ainks and papaw!) and we *ere
ell It. the fireworks Ne dkin
base is. go sets IN %4.4' lust
Merced outside in isJI !tont s int I
ttid
ittless 5555 bc•re gel 1411

firewawks %t also appeal.
ate tissag iii dits peat country'
fily6 aka
the hmb
&MtI we Mat eine
II4 UMIPANNAI El • sissass lc)
mast. ire"mane •int IOU

a daughter. Elizabeth Rhae
Linnet% horn on Thursday. Mal.
24, 2(X)7. at 4:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
The baby weighed 5 pounds
I 1 ounces and measured 19
inches.
Maternal grandparent. are
Charles and Carol Weems of
Trenton. 'term
Paternal grandparents are
Mike Lanier of Murray and
Shirley Lanier of Paducah.
Great-grandparents are Jewell Lanier of Key ii and Gladys
Trail of Metropolis. III

To
subscribe to the
11.1)Gi..i{;(11MEs
Call 753-1916
Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m

CA
KHEDuLE GOOD TODAY ONLY'

moviesinmurray.com

Temple Hill Lodge will meet Tuesdaywill

Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons
Ky. Hwy. 4.64
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m at the lodge hall on
of the lodge.
master
Prescott,
Jason
east of Almo. according to
who urges all Masons to attend.

Photo provided

Pictured is Johnny McDougal with some of the many gourds
he has designed

McDougal will host gourd
workshop at library here

Gesan's 13
Ir 13 - 3:30 - 8:50

Bingo planned Tuesday

from 6:30
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday
Murray, KY
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd.,
national and
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local,
.
293-7061
call
on
informati
international charities. For more

ily, friends, co-workers, and others before he obtained his business license and started
McGourd Creations three years
ago.
During the month of July.
McDougal will be displaying
numerous pieces of his work
at the Calloway County Public Library. Displays will
include gourds that have been
painted. w(xxibumed. dyed, etc.
Gourds in the process of being
crafted will also be shown.
Natural gourds. cleaned and
uncleaned, will be displayed.
as well as gourd art/crafting
tools and resource books. Also,
new creations will be on display for the first time.
A free gourd workshop/program will be provided by
McDougal on Thursday. July
12. from 6:30 to 8 p.m., at
the Calloway County Public
Library conference room.
Included in this program
will be a brief history of gourds.
gourd uses, gourd crafting techniques. gourd creation examples. gourd types. tips on painting. dyeing, w(xxiburning.
growing gourds. drying gourds.
gourd cleaning, music from
gourd instruments on CD, and
a question and answer time.
A raw. uncrafted gourd will
he given to each one in attenworkshop.
the
dance at
'Beware' This hobby can
become addictive.- McDougal
said.
Everyone is invited to attend
the program on July 12 and
to view the exhibit at the Library
dunng the month of July
,•n t,, Lim

A hobby turned business is
McDougal
Johnny
how
describes McGourd Creations.
Growing. crafting and creating
gourd items started as a hobby
for hint in 1994 and became
a business in 2004. However.
he said it is still inure of a
hobby than a business.
lie enjoys seeing gourds
become fish, frogs, roosters.
Santa's. snowmen. pumpkins.
apples. and strawberries. He
also crafts southwestern and
nativi.• American designs. decorative howls. etc. The real
joy comes when someone
becomes the owner of one of
his piece.. and he has the
assurance of a satisfied customer by their reactions and
c(nnmerus.
After retinng twice, and still
working part-time in the Admissions Scrsices Office at Murray State. McDougal finds his
gourd creations and gardening
including growing gourds t. filling a good portion of his time.
McDougal discovered gourd
art in the early 1990. .while
at a Bowling Green mall with
his wife. Charlotte. "We walked
in a gilt shop and noticed two
large kettle gourds beautifully
painted like Santa Clauses.' he
said.
Months passed until he found
a gourd and started to work.
by the trial and error approach.
Ills first piece was a Santa for
their two-year-old grandson.
nos w as in 1994. Since that
tittie. well Met' NMI pieces have
been created Else hundred plus
pieces has,: ht*V71
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ladiesof theOaks
Shirley Wade and Kitty Steele. hostesses for golf play on
June 27 by the Ladies of the Oaks Country Club. announced
the winners as follows•
tro place - Jo Anne Auer. Shirley Jenstrom. Betty Hassell
and Shirley Wade.
Second place - Carla Stokes. Henn Montgomery. Kitty Steele
and Bronda Parker
Because of Independence Day Club Scramble, ladies golf
will not he played on Wednesday.
The Ladies annul Member Guest Tournament will be played
Nednesday, July II. beginning at 9 a.m. All members are
encomaged to play and ins ite a guest.
to
Persons are asked ill call Cynthia Darnall at 759-3484
sign up tot the tournament
Tuesday night golf play will begin at 5:34) p.m., according
14) Melome Lowe. chairperson

SHOWTIMES BEFORE
6 PIA EVE RYPAY

Ratatouille
G • 100• 3:40 - 6:46 - W14
1408
PG13 • 1:05 • 325 - 725 - W44,
Evan Almighty
PG. 1.40 50 - 7.15 - 9:24,
7'1'i-informers
PG13• 8:00 - 10.30
Nancy Drew
PG • 1.30 - 3:35
Live bee or Die Hard
PG13 • 120. 41:10 • 7:10• 9.$0
Fantastic 4:
PG • 1:10•3:20• 7:30-93
Surf's Up LalZ
}U- 1:35 - 6:55

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

p.m.
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30
from the southenter
Please
Church.
t
Methodis
United
First
at
only requireside rear door located near the playground. The
or addiction in
ment is that there be a problem of alcoholism
a relative or friend.

Babysitter's Training will
be offered by Red Cross
Special to the Ledger
'The Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross is
offering babysitter's training on
July 12 and 13 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Center for Health & Wellness.
The class will he from 8
a.m. to noon each day and is
recommended for those ages
II to 15 years (il age.
eight-hour
this
During
course, participants will learn
how to identify common safety hazards, prevent injuries and
handle emergencies and illnesses make responsible decisions:
communicate well with parent.. perform basic are such

MurThe annual golf tournament of the
be
will
Line
Need
ray-Calloway County
Friday, July 13, at the Murray Country
Club. This will be a four person scramble
with a shot gun start at 1 p.m. The entry
fee will be $50 per individual.
a 7
To be a sponsor, $50 will get you
at
1/2 x 13 1/2 sign that will be placed
and
name
the
with
boxes
tee
the
one of
location of the business, church or indis
sidual making the donation. All donation
le.
are tax deductib
For more information call 753-6333.

TOPS Group will meet

at First
TOPS Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m.
Murray.
St.,
Fifth
North
Christian Church fellowship hall, 111
on call
Weigh-in will be from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. For informati
Tracey at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet

p.m. at the
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
call Pat at
on
informati
For
Library.
Calloway County Public
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

ThursNarcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and
to St.
day at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next
or I753-8419
call
on
informati
For
Church.
l
John's Episcopa
877-447-2(X)4.

TOPS Chapter will meet

9
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from
. Perto 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart
the carport
sons are to enter on the side of the church where
ion call
informat
more
For
.
welcome
is located. Visitors are
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

All-Class reunion will be Saturday

The seventh annual all-class reunion of alumni and friends
of the Murray City Schools will be Saturday at Murray Midion
dle School at Eighth and Main Streets, Murray. Registrat
meetshort
a
by
followed
atnum.
the
will begin at 10 a.m. in
ing in the auditorium which is open to all persons. Reservations are required for the catered salad and sandwich buffet in
the school's new cafetena and may be made by calling 7591795 by Tuesday.

Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion

Ruling Star Lodge will be selling ribs full slab and whole
chickens as a fundraiser on Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at 210 Walnut Street. behind Murray Supply. For early pick
ups and pre sales, call Danny Hudspeth at 227-3520 before
Tuesday.

County offices will close

Calloway County offices will be closed on Wednesday in
observance of Independence Day.

Fire Protection District to meet

Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet tonight
at 6 at the No. I fire station of Calloway County Fire-Rescue on East Sycamore Street, Murray.

Murray Lodge will meet

Murray Lodge #I05 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight at 7:30 at the lodge hall. Bobby Hale, master, urges
all members to attend.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-C'alloway County Hospital will
be at Save-A-Lot from 12:30 to 3 today and at Office Depot
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. on Thursday.
For information call 762-1348.

TOPS to meet Thursday

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

will meet
• Support groupSupport
Group will

44-toet111.011/011T SALE
June 29th to July 14th
20% OFF
Mexican Pots • Lamps• Clocks
• Mirrors • Jewelry
40% OFF Canvas & Purses

40% to 50% OFF Selection of Dishes
20% to 50% OFF Lots of Other Items

rent bst

-Something For Everyone"

400 Main St. • Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30 • 270-767-0007

meet tonight at 7.
Death of a Parent
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

MHS Class of 1977 plans reunion

Murray High School Class of 1977 will have its 30-year
reunion on Saturday. July 21, at 6 p.m. at the Murray Country Club. The cost will be $30 per couple or $15 single. Class
members are asked to contact Mark Vinson at Heritage Bank.
753-9034 for registration forms and more information.

Diabetes Management Classes planned

Purchase Dionct Health Department of Calloway County
C only Extension Office
and Purchase AHEC
on "Questions About
sessions
learning
of
a
senes
will sponsor
Your Diabetes Management." The classes will be held from
9:30 am to noon on Tuesdays on July 10, 17, 24 and 31
from 9:30 a.m. to noon in the Calloway County Extension
office at 310 South Fourth St., Murray. Free will be AIC
blood tests and other fun tools for your diabetes management
will be available. To pre-register call the extension office at
753-1432 or for more information call DeAnna Leonard at 1270-444-9625.

Monday, July 2, 200'7 • 7A
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Center offers information on new crop opportunities:
By LAURA SKILLMAN
University of Kentucky
PRINCETON, Ky. — Since
its birth seven years ago, the
University of Kentucky New
Crop Opportunities Center has
provided research and information on new and emerging
crop options for Kentucky's
once tobacco-dependent producers.
To date, the center has funded 63 projects, of which 34
are ongoing. These projects are
collaborative efforts
often
departments.
between
Researchers from seven departments within the UK College
of Agriculture have had projects funded through the cen-

ter, which receives federal grant
money to operate and pay for
the research efforts. This funding has provided research in
areas that otherwise may not
have been conducted, said
Dewayne Ingram, center codirector and horticulture department chair. David Van Sanford, UK wheat breeder, is the
center's other co-director.
"The bottom line is we want
to help farmers," said Christy
Cassady, center coordinator.
"We've had good research and
enabled farmers to try new
things. Part of our role is to
determine the most economically feasible ways to produce
these crops.

"One of the dangers is to
not let people get too excited
about a new crop too early.
People come up with ideas,
and it sounds really good on
the surface, but you don't want
people to jump into it too fast
before we have more information for them," she said. "If
people come in too quickly
and then they end up losing
money, they just write that crop
off. They think there's no hope
for it. That's why you;pre, got
to be careful and not over promote something until you have
adequate information in place
before growers invest."
The center began in July
2000 as Kentucky was start-

GREG TRAVIS,Ledger & Times
the Bill
LIVESTOCK ON DISPLAY: The Western Rivers Livestock Show continued Friday at
from
Students
Murray.
in
Road
Farm
Cherry Agricultural Exposition Center on College
Pictured
procedures.
judging
hands-on
and
classroom
in
participated
throughout the region
above, students take part in one of Thursday's judging sessions.

ing to nansition from a tobacco-based agriculture economy
to a more diverse economy.
Knowing there would be a need
for alternative sources of
income for Kentucky fanners,
UK established the center with
a special interest toward horticulture and specialty grains.
"We look for the opportunities to do research on a number of crops that would provide fairly high income for
Kentucky growers," Cassady
said. "This has been very
diverse from the start with a
lot of different people from
several departments in the college. It has always had a multidisciplinary approach."
The center shares its research
results and other crop information with farmers through
agents with the UK Cooperative Extension Service, as well
as through a Web site and at
meetings. Cassady said the center's crop profiles are quick
snapshots of what is required
to produce a particular crop
so a farmer can quickly decide
if it is one they may or may
not want to consider growing.
The profiles give farmers an
opportunity to compare crop
growing requirements to their
resources.
Since it began, the center
has seen a number of successes. One of those was a project to find disease-resistant varieties of bell peppers that could
be grown in the state.
"They were experiencing
huge losses from disease before
this research," Cassady said.
"That research has made a big
difference. Basically, 95 percent of the varieties grown now

Subscribe
Today!

UNDER NEW
110! k.
0i11111

•

in Kentucky were varieties rec- optimize Romaine lettuce proommended as a result of this duction in Kentucky primarily
because of interest by a proresearch."
Small fruits production, espe- duce company.
"We are looking at what
cially blackberries and blueberries, has also increased in cultivars work best, what prothe state and research efforts duction practices work tiest,
on cultivars and other produc- and grower and agent training.
tion practices have enabled It looks like it has potential it
growers to be successful. A proj- we can work out the bugs,'
ect now under way focuses on Cassady said.
With many of these crops.
the organic production of blueberries, as well as value-added marketing is also a vital piece
frozen and dried blueberry prod- of the puzzle. This can be *the
ucts. With the increasing num- most difficult part, Cassady stid.
ber of blueberry acres in the because you can't changc a
state: this research could make person's personality and some
a real difference for produc- people just don't have it in
them to do the face-to-face
ers, she said.
Cassady noted there's been marketing required for some
quite a bit of interest in organ- of these crops.
Some other research flindic production. Although she's
not sure how many people will ed through the center includes
go into organics, research such white wheat production, sweet
as a new project on develop- sorghum varieties for Kentucky.
ing an organic apple orchard, high tunnel production pracgives them the needed infor- tices for season extension, susmation. The center has fund- tainable management of insect
ed several research projects on pests and diseases of nurseryorganic vegetable production in grown maples in Kentucky, optiaddition to organic fruit and mizing pot-in-pot nursery proorganic grain cropping systems. duction, and several bioftiels
The center's web site has infor- projects.
Center Co-Director Ingram
mation on the organic certification process as well as a recent noted that the center has played
survey of organic production a vital role in Kentucky's efforts
in Kentucky. Extension agents. to diversify its farm economy
specialists and organic grow- but there's still more for the
ers were surveyed for their center and its research efforts
ideas on crops that are easy to do.
"Kentucky agriculture is not
or difficult to organically grow
in Kentucky. The information through transitioning. It is still
gathered helps people learn in transition," he said.
To see the crop profiles.
from the experiences of others
reports and other inforresearch
what
when it comes to deciding
mation on new cropping opporto organically grow.
The center is collaborating tunities, visit the center's Web
www.uky.edufAgi
at
with Kentucky Department of site
Agriculture on a project to NewCrops.

by calling
753-1916
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LesklesBack
I0 years age
University
State
Murray
employees will receive a 3 2 percent pay increase for 1997-98
school year as the university's board
of regents approved a revised $115
milhon 1997-98 budget at a special board meeting
Winners of the Points Fishing
Tournament held out of Devils
Elbow in the Land Between the
Laken by the Murray Bass Club
were Jim Brazil. first. Gary Marquardt. second. and Dwayne Huey,
third and big bass
Births reported include a girl
to Sharon and Phillip 1)uncan,
June 26
20 years ago
Edward A Dims of Murray
has been appointed to the Development Disabilities Planning Cowsif by Ky. Gov. Martha Layne
( ollins
Published is a picture of Frank
Doran. vice presukm of Peoples
Bank. and his wife. Sue, greeting
yely ricer] Burkeen during the open
house held it the new south branch
of the bank
Births reported include a girl
to Ronnie and Nikki Goode. June
19. a girl to Tina and David Ryan.
boy to Gail and David Roy and
a boy to Brenda and Jerry Eldridge,
June 27
30 years ago
Published Are pictures of the
site of the furtner old Gilbert tobacco factory at North Fourth and
(*hestnut Streets. Murray The
building was demolished to make
room for intros einem, of Shoemaker Seed Company at the location
Also published is ii picture of
Jackie Goodwin and Annette Thurman Drew of Murray who were
members of the graduating Class
(of nursing at Padut.ah Communiis ('ollege. Paducah
Murray American Legion Baseball Team won 7-2 and lost 7-S

in baseball games with Jackson.
TC1111 Murray pitchers were Tommy
Chavis and Bob Thurman
40 years ago
James Harmon has been named
as "Lion of the Year by the Murray LOOS Club
The Zeta Lambda Chapter of
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity al Murray State University has purchased
a fraternity house. It is a I2-room
two-story house at 101 North 16th
St and was purchased from Mrs
Alfred 0. Ott.
Charlie Coil will be the speaker and Dons Harmon will direct
the singing at a gospel meeting
at Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ July 1-9
50 years ago
The Murray Natural Gas System will start running gas lines
to homes in Murray on July 10.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mt.
and Mrs. James ShekeU and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. T.('. HargroveMrs. L.E. Owen presented a
lesson on "Roses" at a meeting
of the Murray Rose and Garden
Club held at the home of Mrs
J.E. Littleton on South Eighth
Street, Murray.
60 years ago
The Calloway County Health
Department is urging parents to
have their children vaccinated for
small pox. whooping cough. diphtheria. tetanus and typhoid fever
before starting to school in the
fall.
Stoney Cooper and his wife.
Wilma Lee. will he two of the
numerous entertainers to be present tor the big July 4th celebration at the Tobacco Grounds near
Hazel.
Rev. B.A. Smith of Cottage
Grove, Tenn., will be the speaker at a revisal at Kirksey Methodist
Church starting July 6. according
to Rev. H.P. Blankenship. pastor.

Woman throws a tantrum Beware aspirin ingredients
if you're allergic
to win a parking space
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I were trying to park our
car in a crowded downtown
lot. The line of cars trying to
get in wrapped around the
block. Each car in line had to
circle around until someone
left because no parking spaces
were available.
we
When
finally got to
drive in. we
drove to the
only open
spot. However.
Dear Abby woman had
Jumped out
of a car that
By Abigail
was still on
Van Buren
street
the
and was standing in the spot
to save it for her companion.
My husband lowered the window and reminded her that
because she did not have a
vehicle, she was blocking traffic. She angrily told him that
her car was *just around the
corner" and threatened to call
the cops if we didn't keep
driving. My husband didn't raise
his voice. He once again asked
her to move because she had
cut in line.
Finally, after she began to
go into a tirade, we gave up
and circled for another 10 minutes until another spot opened.
Was my husband out of line
for asking her to move? What
would you have done in that
situation? -- UNSURE OF THE
RULES. BEASLEY. TEXAS

Todaylnillstory
By The Areedeted Press
Today is Monday. Juls 2. the
laird day of 2007 here are I 112
days kit in the year
Judas's Highlight in History
On July 2. 1776, the ('onti
nental Congress passed A rC1,41111United
11, 41 say mg that "these
,donies are, and of right ought
to he free And independent States"
On this date
In I m07. in the wake of the
Chesapeake incident, in which the
crew of a Fintish frigate hoarded

an American ship and forcibly
removed four suspected deserters.
President Thomas Jefferson ordered
all British ships to vacate U.S
territorial waters
In 1851, President James
Garfield was shot by Charles .1
Guitcau at the Washington rail
road station. Garfield died the following Seiseniber aiuiteau was
hanged in June 1882
In I 57. .1% tato, Amelia Earhan
And navigator Ered Noonan dis
appeared over the Pacts Ocean

while :ittC1110111g to make the first
round-the-world flight along the
equator
In 19117. 18 illegal aliens were
found dead inside A locked boxcam near Sierra Blanca, texas, in
what authorities called a botched
smuggling attempt. a 19th man
survived
In 1994. a LI S Air DC-9
crashed in poor weather at Char
lotte-Douglas International Airport
in North Carotin*. killing 17 of
Ow 57 peg* aboard
1
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DEAR UNSURE: Your husband was not out of line in
asking the woman to move.
She was nervy and wrong to
block traffic and take advantage. And if the police had
been summoned, they probably would have backed you
up.
What would I have done
in that situation? Had I been
behind the wheel, I would have
been tempted to very ... slowly ... continue ... parking my
car ... until she either moved
or I squashed her like a bug
against the wall or the car in
front. (That's why my husband
does most of the driving when
were together.)
DEAR ABBY: My mother
is 68, financially stable and
living alone. She has had emotional problems throughout her
life and has ended up alienating most of her children. I'm
the only one who checks on
her regularly, and I'm worried
sick.
Mom is withering away.
She's 4 foot II and admits to
weighing only 76 pounds. She's
not eating right, and a lifetime of smoking has caught
up with her. She has difficulty breathing, but won't see the
doctor. Most days she doesn't
have the strength to even carry
in a bag of groceries. I call
her often, and the neighbors
watch out for her, but her
house is falling down around
her, trash is piling up, and it's
not it healthy place to be.
I have never gone against
my mother. 1 tried an intervention with one of my sisters it only alienated Mother.
Someone has to step in before
the fire department has to break
in and finds her dead on the
floor.
Can I legally step in and
take care of her? We have an
extra room she could live in.
We could move her to assisted living. No one wants to make
the first move, and if I don't
do this right. Mother may never
spea* to me again. -- WORRISD DAUGHTER. FAYETTEVILLE N.0
WORRIED
DEAR
DAUGHTER: Which would be
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worse -- a miffed mother or
one dead from neglect? Contact your nearest senior services center and talk to a social
worker who has geriatric training.
In many communities, these
social workers can contact and
befriend isolated seniors, and
see they get the help they need
to remain independent as long
as possible. If the senior citizen centers can't help you,
get in touch with your local
Area Agency on Aging to determine what other services might
be available to help your mother. Only as a last resort should
you try to become her conservator because the process can
be difficult, and you might not
succeed.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
your column every day and am
always interested in your views.
I was especially interested in your
opinion on Castiva. But I have
questions.

py. While her issue does not
seem to be emotion-based, it is
definitely influenced by the mind.
Once my clients understand
that they have the power to con
trol many of their body's functions, they discover new freedom in life. The best aspect of
hypnosis is that, after the initial session or sessions, one can
apply the techniques as frequently as one wishes — safely and
for free!
I have to warn her husband,
however. I have had clients who
needed to temper their new
power. else they exhaust their
partners with their enthusiasm!
DEAR READER: Thank you

have arthritis in both of
my thumbs.
This Castiva
sounds great.
Most arthritis
remedies
contain
aspirin. I am
to
allergic
any aspirin
I
product.
have spoken
Dr.Gott to three pharmacists and for reminding me that hypnotherBy
have three apy is definitely an option for
Dr. Peter Gott differing treating a waning sex drive.
opinions. Does Castiva contain Although not all affected women
aspirin? Some say the "cool- will respond to this alternative,
ing" one does. Others say they it is, as you point out, safe and
don't think so. Not good enough inexpensive.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I would
if one is allergic to aspirin. Is
Castiva safe for someone like like to ask you about a gray
me who is very sensitive to substance that oozes from the
skin on various parts of my
aspirin?
DEAR READER: The cool- body. It doesn't happen every
ing form of Castiva contains day, but it happens frequently
methyl salicylate, which could enough to make me wonder what
cause health problems for peo- the strange symptom is. I've
ple who are allergic to aspirin. noticed it occurs about three
Try the warming form of Cas- times a year. coming from the
tiva, which does not contain sal- skin, not an open wound, and
doesn't contain any blood.
icylate.
My doctors have given me
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy various antibiotics, and the ones
of my Health Report "Under- I'm not allergic to have been
helpful but haven't eliminated the
standing Osteoarthritis."
DEAR DR. GOTr: I read problem.
DEAR READER: From your
with interest your female reader's complaint of loss of libido. bnef description. I cannot deterbecause I have worked with mine the cause of your unusuwomen with similar dysfunc- al symptom. You don't say
tion. I am a certified hypnother- whether you have seen a derapist. Before resorting to possi- matologist for this condition. I
bly dangerous and certainly recommend you make an appointexpensive pharmaceuticals. I sug- ment with such a specialist the
gest she consult with a quali- next time it happens.
fied practitioner of hypnothera-

MWMWMMge
tricks.
South dealer.
But the sun shone brightly on the
North-South vulnerable
South Pole that day. and he made the
NORTH
slam anyway! West led the jack of
•64 3
hearts, and a few moments later.
IP
South had 12 tricks safely tucked
•A K Q 7
away.
•Q 10 9 5 2
He won the heart lead with the
EAST
WEST
•
ace, rutted a heart and cashed the A•() 10 9 7
KA)of diamonds, discarding the J-6
K Q4 2
11.1 10 9 8
•109 8 3 2 of clubs, lie then ruffed a club, a
•.1 6 5
heart, a club and his last heart.
4A 8 7-4
By this time, nine tricks had been
SOUTH
played, and South had won them all
•AK.1852
The lead was in dummy, and South's
IPA 7 6 5
last four cards were the A-K-1-8 of
•4
spades, while West was down to the
.0.1 6
0-10-9-7 of spades.
The bidding:
Declarer led a club from dummy
North East
West
South
and ruffed with the eight. West overPass
Pass
2•
1•
ruffed with the nine hut had to surPass
Pass
2 NT
2
render the last three trucks!
Pass
Pass
5•
4•
Strasgely enough, even four
60
spades could have been stopped had
Opening lead jack of hearts.
This extraordinary deal was West been sufficiently, inspired to
played in the match between Poland start off with the king and another
and Iceland in the 1963 European club. A club continuation by East
would then base settled South's
Championship
the Polish team held the hash
The Poles finished third that year
North-South cards, the bidding went
as shown. Obviously. something out of the 18 countnes entered in the
went drastically wrong with the bid- event. Had they had a few more
hands like this one, they might even
ding, %MCC the Poles got to a slam
with two club losers plus the possi- have won the European Champibility of losing one or two trump onship.
Tomorrow: You don't need a calculator.
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Crosswords
ACROSS
F- C3Ft E3FrTEIA

Ca

r 'UV CIFtS ECI)

I Concealed
4 Stanza
9 X XI tines C
12 Here
to monsieur
13 Watchdog
breed
14 Royal pronoun
15 Spice grinder
17 Go to 'triremes
19 Apple goody
20 Raises the lid
21 Running mete
73 Coombs'sat
24 Place
27 Zero
28 Fumaos need
30 life of exile
31 TV host
Sullrvan
32 Slowpoke
34 Holding office
35 Grant territory
37 Zen riddle
38 Recipe word
39 Wrapprig
PePaf

FA IF I E L la00

FflEANUTSAIN)
'EAR LO1TIIANK
YOU PO* TWESE
PANCAKES . AMEN'

NO ONE CAN

ACCUSE YOU
OF VAIN
REPETITIONS,
CAN THEY, SlR

41 Locomotive
bnefty
42 PACO to cats
43 Fluctuates
(0Y0*1
45 Protein source
46 Spuds
48 Urban concern
51 Anger
52 Kukla a friend
54 Dolphin hebeei
55 Conclusion
56 Bath cakes
Ikarns
57 rr
DOWN
1 Thigh neighbor
2 Kind of cube
3 Scatter
4 camas
farewell
5 Scratch out a
Using
6 New England
at
7 Traffic spn
8 laces saes
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18 PC key
20 Nocturnal
wildcats
21 Seesaw style
(hY0fi )
22 Flurry num
23 Pout
25 Tolerate
28 Sharp dresser
28 Musical note
29 Storyteller
32 'Robinson
Crtasoe•
panne,
33 Dash SUP
38 Couch
38 Canvas buyer
40 Amateurs
42 No — reended
44 Norwegian
port
45 Refusals
48 Drossy
accessory
17 Calm server
48 Address pan
49Bornas
50 Flown around
53 Baton Rouge
loc
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®TOYOTA
COUNTDOWN IS OM
JUNE 28 JULY 2 ONLIM

Present this coupon and get an additional

$1000 OFF!!
JUNE 28
THRU JULY 2

DON'T GET
COUNTED OUTI

of
,

-6
a

Good on any new 2007

II
of
he

• Corolla • Matrix * Solara • Avalon • Sienna Highlander
• Highlander Hybrid • 4Runner • Sequoia Tacoma

Ur
to
Cr

• si
's

CUSTOMER NAME

ar
we
'en

SIGNATURE

VIN NUMBER

Now when you get any new 2007 Corolla, Matrix, Solara (includes convertible), Avalon, Sienna, Highlander, Highlander Hybrid, 4Runner,
Sequoia, or Tacoma in dealer stock, present this coupon for an additional $1030 OFF. Coupon valid June 28- July 2,2007 only. One coupon
per customer. Not redeemable for cash. Dealer participation may affect consumer cost. Offer cannot be combined with TMM Purchase Plan.
INDIVIDUAL DEALER PRICES MAY VARY. For details see Mike Smith Toyota in Paducah, KY or Toyota of Murray in Murray, KY.

I I

1 I

I I

Use the $1000 coupon toward your down payment.
Use it to lower your already low lease.

But use it or lose it by July Buie
And That's Over & hove All Other Factory Incentives!
SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALERS TODAY!

TOYOTA OF MURRAY MIKE SMITH TOYOTA
1311 South 12th Street • Murray. IT

270.753.4961

toyota.com

3941 Mike Sank Drive

Padscalt, IT

270.408.6453

(90TOYOTA
moving
forward
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Cards bash Reds pen
PITCHING WOES COST CINCY'S NARRON HIS JOB

AP
Albert Pujols scores as Reds catcher David Ross catches a late throw in the fourth
inning of Sunday's game in Cincinnati. Pujols scored on a sacrifice fly by Scott
Rolen as the Cardinals topped the Reds 11-7 at Great Amencan Ballpark.

SASCAR

CINCINNATI (AP) — Another Cincinnati is on pace to lose 100
meltdown by the Cincinnati Reds' games for the first time since 1982.
Although ownership and general
bullpen led to Jerry Narron's firing
manager Wayne Krivsky declined
as manager.
The Reds dumped their low-key comment after the firing was
manager a few hours after the St. announced late Sunday. Narron had
Louis Cardinals rolled to an 11-7 vic- already singled out the reason for the
tory Sunday behind Ryan Ludwick's change.
two homers.
"We feel like we're in every ballAnother all-around ugly game — game," he said, after the Reds' only
three errors, more bullpen follies — victory in the weekend series on
left the Reds stuck with the worst Saturday. "It comes down to if we
record in the majors at 31-51 and can get some outs after our starters
prompted the front office to make come out of the game."
Most often, they couldn't. And
baseball's second managerial change
that's why Narron was gone.
of the day.
Advance scout Pete Mackanin,
Seattle's Mike-Hargrove resigned
earlier Sunday, saying he had lost his who managed the Reds' Triple-A
passion for the job. The Reds' team in Nashville from 1990-92, was
change came down to results — chosen interim manager. He was the

Pirates' interim manager for the final
26 games of the 2005 season after
Lloyd McClendon was fired.
The Reds lost two of three against
the defending World Series champions, who also are trying to stabilize
and get back into the NL Central
race. Ludwick helped them take
another step in that direction with his
two homers, which offset another
noteworthy one by Ken Griffey Jr.
Ludwick's first homer was a solo
shot that landed above the batter's
eye.
"I've hit balls that hard before,
but in the minor leagues they don't
measure them," Ludwick said. "Here
they happen to measure them."
This one came in at 473 feet, tied
See CARDINALS, 2B

BASEBALL ALL-STAR SELECTIONS

Giant All-Star

They got their start in San Francisco
A record 185 million ballots were cast tor 11-* 780 All-Star garne
July 10 at AT&T Park in San Francisco
2007 MLR ALL-STAR TOP VOTE GETTERS
399 Feet
Amencan
MOo

7.

BONDS ELECTED As NL sTARTER

AP
Denny
NASCAtz //river
F-iamlin theers after winning
the LENOX Industrial Tools
300 auto race on Sunday at
New Hampshire International
Speedway in Loudon, N.H.

Hamlin
gets 1st
'07 win
YOUNG DRIVER
WINS LENOX
LOUDON, N.H. (API —
Despite all the things that have
kipt him from reaching Victory
Line this season, Denny Hamlin
was sure he was going to get
there eventually.
Last year's top NASCAR
14extel Cup rookie has been runnihg strong enough that he was
already second in the season
points before breaking through
with a victory Sunday at New
International
Hampshire
Speedway.
But the frustrations have
mounted as penalties, pit mistakes and fuel strategies gone
awry kept Hamlin from getting
that elusive first win of 2007.
"We know we have a top-five
race car each and every time we
hit the race track," Hamlin said.
-So, with a couple of lucky
breaks here and there, we can
win a lot of races. We knew it
was just a matter of time."
Hamlin. who believes he
needs race wins to be a serious
contender for his first Cup
championship. was out front,
thanks to a late-race gamble on a
two-tire stop. And four-time
series champion Jeff Gordon
was looming close in his mirrors.
The 26-year-old racer was so
leFVOUti on those last two laps
that his right foot was shaking
on the gas pedal.
"You see Jeff coming and
!eou're trying your best to not be
the guy who chokes at the end."
Hamlin said. "I was all over the
track those last two laps. I was
basically just trying not to give
up the bottom to Jeff."
Hamlin hung on, beating the
series points leader to the finish
line by 0.068 seconds — less
than a car lenvth

NEW YORK (AP) — They go Star game and 12th as a starter, was
together this year: the All-Star game the lone Giants player chosen for the
his first trip since 2004.
and Barry Bonds.
game
, —
As much a fixture in San
Five home runs from tying Hank
Francisco as cable cars and the Aaron's record of 755, Bonds is
Golden Gate Bridge, Bonds will be beloved in San Francisco but booed
in his usual left-field spot when All- in most other cities following years
Stars take over his dazzling home of suspicion that he used performballpark by the ance-enhancing drugs.
bay on July 10.
"One guy will be a lot bigger than
The
Giants everybody else. It's his hometown,"
star overcame a said Cincinnati's Ken Griffey Jr., the
119,000-vote top NL vote-getter. "He gets to have
deficit in the all the fun stuff and the ress confer-..
t
final days of b.*.
loting and far'
s TioniFitaric:
ret
4
,1
';411
123.000
ished
Bonds figures to be the focus all
ahead of the
week. He could be one of the slugChicago Cubs'
gers picked to participate in Monday
Bonds
Alfonso Soriano
night's Home Run Derby.
on Sunday to
"I don't think so. I don't have
claim the third and final starting outto prove in that," Bonds
anything
League.
National
field spot for the
said.
"I'm at a loss for words right
Soriano wasn't bothered that fans
now," Bonds said. "It just means
Bonds to start over him.
voted
more 'cause I'm at home. This is my
town. This is my house. You can't Soriano still made it as a backup.
"Going to the All-Star game
say enough about being at home. It's
means a lot to me,especially my first
great."
At 42, Bonds will be the oldest time with the Cubs," he said.
The Boston Red Sox and AL
player to start an All-Star game. He
tops Roger Clemens, who was 41 champion Detroit Tigers led all
years, 11 months at the 2004 game in teams with five players selected.
Boston is sending first baseman
Houston, his hometown.
"This is the one I'll remember all David Ortiz, third baseman Mike
time. This is the one I'll remember Lowell, outfielder Manny Ramirez
and pitchers Josh Beckett and
forever,- Bonds said.
Bonds, heading to his 14th All- Jonathan Papelbon.

Detroit had three players (second
baseman Placid° Polanco, outfielder
Magglio Ordonez and catcher Ivan
Rodriguez) elected to start for the
first time since 1983. Ridge, a 14time All-Star, was voted in for the
12th time. Polanco is a first-time AllStar.
Detroit's Justin Verlander, who
pitched a no-hitter this season, was
picked for the AL staff, and shortstop
Carlos Guillen is a reserve.
The Red Sox or Tigers could gain
a sixth, with Boston reliever Hideki
r Jeremy
'players on
the Internet ballot for the final AL
spot.
The New York Mets(center fielder Carlos Beltran, shortstop Jose
Reyes, closer Billy Wagner and third
baseman David Wright) tied the
(closer
Brewers
Milwaukee
Francisco Cordero, first baseman
Prince Fielder, shortstop J.J. Hardy
and pitcher Ben Sheets) for the most
players picked in the NL. The
Brewers hadn't had four All-Stars
since 1983.
Fans elected the starters, except
for the pitchers, and a record 18.5
million votes were cast before
Thursday's deadline.
Alex Rodriguez, with 3.89 million votes, led fan voting for the first
time. A-Rod was picked for his llth
All-Star appearance, his 10th as a
starter.

2.7
AT&T Park
Seating capaaty
41,503
Surtaces Kentucky
Bluegrass blend crushed
volcanic rock infield
rubbenzed warring track

Last name •
million votes
(Wen rounded/
AP

SOURCE MLR

Tbsylot their start in San Francisco
A record 18 5 million ballots were cast tor Me 7810 All-Star garne
on July 10 at AT&T Park in San Francisco
NATIONAL
Fielder

AMERICAN
113 D Ortiz

SA WR
318 13

28 P Polanco

333

2

Utley

SS D Jeter

335

5

Reyes

.317

4

38 A Rodriguez

330 28

Wright

.288

14

Of V Guerrero

329

14

GnIfey Jr

.289

22

OF 1.4 Ordonez

370

13

Beltran
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14

OF I Suzuki
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5

Bonds

.302
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283

8

Martin

298
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Start J Beckett

ERA WINS
338 11
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9 Ov.11•9
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9

J Peavy
8 Penny

2(A)

9

C Karns%

3 87
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10

J SnnO/tz
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9
9 Beckett

3 18

9

10

CC Sabathia

3.20

12

D Harem

1 91

J Lackey
J Vertander

B Sheets

3 19

ERA SVS
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ERA SVS
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J Pepelbon

1.50
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T Holtman
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J J Putz
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USSSA BASEBALL ROUNDUP

Rains alter Freedom Fest tourney slate
ORGANIZERS SQUEEZE 75 GAMES OUT OF EVENT

SpeCial to the Ledgef

Murray Bucs pitcher Dustin Bevil delivers a pitch
to the plate during the Bucs 7-3 win over the
Kentucky Titans

Staff Report
The much-needed rains that
drenched the region throughout the
weekend presented challenges for
Freedom Fest event organizers all
over town.
Directors of the seventh annual
Freedom Fest Invitational youth
baseball tournament may have faced
some of the biggest hurdles, but still
managed to sqtteeze in 75 games
over Saturday and Sunday afternoon,
as champions were crowned in all
rune age divisions of the USSSAsanctioned event.
The games scheduled for the
Murray Park fields started on schedule on Saturday and were delayed for
nearly four hours on Sunday morning.
The placement of field tarps on
the local diamonds Saturday 'night
salvaged the local Sunday championship action, except for Reagan
Field at Murray State and Laker
Field at Calloway County High
School.
Sunday's consolation division
play at Mike Miller Park in
Draffenville was washed out.
Three local clubs are Freedom
Fest champs. The Murray Bucs' 8under and I I -under teams joined
Murray's Post 73 Junior Legion team
as winners of their respective age
divisions.
The 11 -under Bucs downed the
Kentucky Titans 7-3 in their championship game. The Bucs were top
seed in their pool with a 3-0 record

before posting an exciting 2-1 semifinal win over the Paducah Panthers
with a run in the bottom of the sixth.
The Titans also entered the title
game undefeated, including a 3-1
win over another Murray club, Team
Blaze, in their semifinal matchup.
The Blaze finished fourth in the final
standings.
The Jackson Purchase Redbirds
and Murray Razors both qualified for
the consolation brackets, which were
cancelled on Sunday morning due to
the weather.
The performance of the 8-under
Bucs in pool play made Sunday's
rainout of the machine pitch division
at Mike Miller Park a mere footnote.
The Bucs rolled to a perfect 3-0
record and did not allow a run while
scoring 47 of their own to earn the
championship.
Post 73's two Friday night games
were washed out and moved to
Saturday night. The local American
Legion squad roared out of the gates
with a 15-8 win over the Southern
Illinois Bears and then followed that
with a 15-7 win over the Kentucky
Pride in a game completed well after
midnight.
Since all of the preliminary games
were not completed. the final standing was determined by results of the
first two games. Post 73 was the only
undefeated club. The YSA All-Star
team also competed in the same age
division, playing well with a tie and a
close loss on their seeding record.
In other local team results, the

Murray Bucs 10-under team finished
second overall with a 1-2 pool play
mark.
Coach Dave Winder's team was
setting up their pitching for Sunday
play. which was rained out.
The Jackson Purchase Redbirds
and the Murray Razors 11-under
clubs dropped into Sunday consolation play after going 1-2 and 0-3,
respectively.
The West Kentucky Hurricanes'
13-under team played well over the
weekend but had little to show for
their efforts.
The Canes beat the So. Illinois
Bullets 2-1 and fell to the Southern
Indiana Bombers in seeding play.
The Canes were knocked out in the
semis, 7-6, by the eventual champion
Bombers.
Other divisional winners were the
West Kentucky Warriors over the
Newburgh (Ind.) Blue Crush 9-5; the
Evansville Diamonds over the
Graves County Titans 6-5: the
Southern Indiana Bombers over the
Evansville East PONY club 11-4.
The Paducah Storm was declared
the winner in the 14-under division
with a 2-0 record. The Southern
Illinois Bullets were awarded the
crown in the 15-under division with a
3-0 pool record.
The final travel team event of the
summer is scheduled for Aug. 3-5,
when the fifth annual Back to School
Bash comes to town. The Bash is traditionally the largest tournament of
the summer
\.
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FOOTBALL

Grads
In
Pads
FIRST U.S.
TEAM PREPS
FOR JAPAN
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
If/

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
S 12th St *Murray KY *753-3415
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BASEBALL STANDINGS

American League
East Divtaton
W
t.
OD
Boston
49 31
Toronto
30 42
101/2
New York
11
37 41
Baltimore
14
35 45
Tampa Bay
33 47
16
Central Dividon
DB
L
W
Cleveland
49 32
Deuce(
47 33
11/2
Minnesota
42 38
6 1/2
Chicago
12 1/2
35 43
Kansas City
34 48
15 1/2
wee Dlyidon
W
L.
GS
Los Angeies
51 31
Seattle
4
45 33
Oakland
42 39
8 1/2
Texas
34 47
16 1/2
Sunday's Scores
Oakland 11 NY Yankees 5
Cievelarxl 3 Tampa Bay 2
L A Angels 4. Baltimore 3
Texas 2, Boston
Chicago White Sox 3, Kansas City I
Seattle 2. Toronto 1
Detroit 1. Minnesota 0
Today's Gernse
Texas (McCarthy 4-4) at Boston
(Gabbard 1-01, 6 05 pm
Minnesota (Bonset 5-4) at N Y
Yankees (Clemens 1-3), 606 pm
Tampa Bay (Sonnanettne 1-2) at
Cleveland (Carmona 8-4), 6 05 pm
Seattle (F Hemanderal-4) at Kansas
Gay(Med* 5-61. 7 10 p m
Ballenore (Bedard 6-4) at Chicago
White Sox (Buehrie 5-4). 7 11 p m
Toronto (Towers 3-51 af Oakland
(Cs/Santo 3-4). 905 p m
Tuesday's Games
Tampa Bay (Kazno 5-4) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 9-5), 6 05 P th
Minnesota (Sava 6-8) at N Y Yankees
(Wang 7-41. 605 p.m
Cleveland IByrd 7-3) at Detroit
(Robertson 4-6). 605 p m
Seattle (Feserabend 1-2) al Kansas City
(De La Rosa 5-9), 7 10 p m
Baltimore(0 Cabrera 6-8) at Chicago
Whde Sox (Vazquez 4-5), 7 11 pm
L A Angels (E Santana 5-8) at Texas
(Millwood 4-73 7 35 p m
Toronto (Burnett 5.6) at Oakland
(Blanton 7-4). 905 p m

National League
East DIVII110/1
W
GO
New York
46 34
43 39
Atlanta
4
Prassitorsa
42 40
5
38 44
FlOrlda
9
Washington
33 48
131/2
Central Division
L
W
GB
Milwaukee
47 34
Chicago
40 40
61)2
36 42
Si Louis
91/2
Pittsburgh
35 46
12
35 47
Houston
12 1,2
Cincinnati
31
5
18 V2
Wiest Division
W
I.
OD
46 34
San Disc c
Los Angeles
46 36
1
Arizona
46 37
1 12
Colorado
39 43
San Francisco
35 45
11
Sunday's SCoreil
Florida 6. Atlanta 5, 10 innings
St Louis II Cincinnati 7
Washington 3, Prttsburgh 2
Philadelphia 5, N V Mets 3
Houston 12, Colorado o
Chicago Cubs 5, Milwaukee 1
San Francisco 13 Arizona 0
L A Dodgers 5 San Diego 0
Today's Games
Milwaukee (Suppan 8-7) at Pittsburgh
(Van Benschoten 0-2). 6-05 pm
Chicago Cubs (Lilly 6-4) at Washington
(Simontacchi 5-5), 6 05 p m
Philadelphia (Moyer 7-5) at Houston
(W
3-10). 7 05 p.m
Arizona (Webb 8-5) at St Louis (Loope.
6-63 7 10 p m
N Y. Mets (Glavine 7-5) at Colorado
(Halal 3-7). 8.05 P.m
Florida (Mitre 2-3) at San Diego
ID Wells 3-5), 9-05 p m
Atlanta (Smoltz 9-4) at L.A Dodgers
(Lowe 6-7( 9 10 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee (Catalano 5-5) at Pittsburgh
(Youman 0-0). 305 p m
Chicago Cubs(Zambrano 9-6) at
Washington (Bowie 4-3). 6 05 p.m
San Francisco (Zito 6-8) at Cincinnati
(Harang 8-21. 6 10 p.m
N V Mets(0 Perez 7-6) at Colorado
(Cook 4-5), 7 05 p m
Philadelphia (Eaton 7-51 at Houston
(Oswalt 7-5), 7 05 p m
Arizona IR Johnson 4-31 at St. Louis
(Wellemeyer 2-1). 7 10 p m
Florida (Olsen 6-6) at San Diego
(Maddux 7-4), 9.05 p.m
Manta(Davies 3-7) at LA Dodgers
(Wolf 9-6). 9.10 p.m.

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP)The red and blue football jerseys
never have absorbed a grass
TOP HONORS: Victoria Bisigni, 14, a trainee at the Christian Martial Arts Associati
on at
stain,
and the "USA" on the
Eastwood Baptist Church, attended the annual Bluegrass Nationals martial arts
tournachest is a pristine white.
ment, held June 16 in Louisville In the Yellow Belt Division, Bisigni placed
first in creative
The 45 players in uniform
forms, first in forms, first in weapons and fourth in sparring She is currently ranked
first
steal excited glances at each
in the nation for tradiational, creative and weapons forms and second
in sparring
other in empty Spartan Stadium
Pictured with Bistgni is (left) Shihan Vic Milner and (right) Shihan Mark Wilson
on a postcard-perfect California
afternoon, still soaking in this
surprising turn to life after college.
WIMBLEDON
"It feels good wearing the
red, white and blue." said tight
end Brian Thompson. who had
figured his football glory days
had ended at Michigan last fall.
Just days before heading to
Japan. the first U.S. national
football team finally is getting
By STEVEN WINE
a third-round match suspended Kuznetsova beat Agnieszka used to the notion of its exisAP Sports Writer
Saturday.
Radwanska 6-2, 6-3: No. 6 Ana tence. These graduating seniors
WIMBLEDON,
England
Williams will next face 2004 Ivanovic defeated Aravane from every corner of the nation
I APr
Venus Williams faced champion Maria Sharapova. one RC/411 6-3, 6-2; No. Ii Nadia met a few weeks ago. and now
21 break points. double-faulted ot only two players to win Petrova swept Virginia Ruano they're almost ready to play in
14 times. trailed 3-5 in the third Saturday in a rain-abbreviated Pascual 6-3, 7-6 (3): No.
12 the third World Championship
set and drew criticism from her schedule.
Elena Dernentieva lost to 16- of American Football in
Jail Monday at Wimbledon.
Williams trailed 1-4 in the year-old Tamira Paszek of Kawasaki.
Es en so. she won The three- second set when her match was Austria 3-6, 6-2. 6-3: and No.
14
Who knew such an event
time champion rallied past halted.
Nicole Vaidisova beat Victoria existed, or that Amencan footAkiko Mongarni 6-2, 3-6, 7-5 in
"If Venus moves tip to the Azarenka 6-4. 6-2.
ball was a thriving sport outside
ball and takes it off the bounce
In men's third-round play. its birthplace? Not most of these
instead of waiting behind the No. 7 Tomas Bcrdych beat Lee players. who focused
their lives
baseline, she'll be the only one Hyung-taik 6-4. 7-6 (2). 7-6 (31. on the sport
until their eligibility
Pinto League
here. including Sharapova." said
The start of play was delayed ran Out last fall.
June 11
Williams' lather and coach. nearly an hour by showers Kentucky West Nursery 12.
"I hadn't really given a sec*evert* 5
Richard "She's not going to the sixth time in seven days
thought to fix)tball (outside
ond
Keotucky West: No moon
beat anyone if she's not moving there has been a ram interrupWestmes Odenselve Player of the
the U.S.)," former Princeton
into the ball."
Game Read ton
tam.
• The recent Ladies 4-Ball Scramble readied in the following
linebacker Brig Walker said.
Westside Oefenstve Players of thre
Top-ranked Justine Heflin.
Only three players had "After knowing
scores The team of Daisy Durham, Freda EllUgi. Priscilla Holt
Game. wan t asheorx1 Reed Von
about
and
this
tourseeking the only Grand Slam Monday off - Sharapova.
Kathy Nash recorded a score of 51 to place first. The team of Joann
title she has yet to win, became defending champion Amite nament, it's made me take an
Kentucky West Nursery IS
Honefanger. Ellen Jones, Ha Usher, and Gayle Weaver recorded
a
VeketyV.51
the first sornan to reach the Mauresmo and Roger Federer. interest in what's going on. score of 56 to place second
We're
Kentucky West Ir. repon
just
grateful
we
got
this
quarterfinals by beating No. 15- The four-time defending men's
'fakery Yak CodeineNe Players of Pia
Game Firesoks Tiers Aaron Dawson
MI A recent Senior Couples 4-Ball Scramble resulted in the following
seeded Patty Schnyder in 56 champion received a bye into opportunity."
Under the direction of veterriefiety Yak Defensive Meyers of the
scores: Two teams recorded a score of 48, but the team of Evelyn &yin.
minutes. 6-2, 6-2.
the
quarterfin
als
when
his
Gem* JON Shelton Jacob Kramer
Bobbi Eliluns, Freda Elkins and Norm Jordan won first place
"I Was a little hit surprised fourth-round opponent. Tommy an coach John Mackovic. they'll
on the
that
the match was that quick." Haas, pulled out with A stomach leave for Japan - auspiciously countback hole No. 12. Bobbi Elkins had a chip-in on hole No. 6. The
June 12
second-place
team
Sported' Scoreboards 10 Wiebasto
consisted
on the Fourth of July - to parof Wes and Priscilla Holt. Jerrell and
I lenin said. "I Was ready to have muscle injury..
Spotlabia Offensive Player of the
Jamie Mullins and Jerry and Gayle Weaver.
a good fight "
Williams. seeded 23rd. strug- ticipate in the six-team tournaGame PresSon f no.
Hem has lost 15 games in gled with her serve in windy ment. Most of them don't
spurt/Ole Defensive Pnyer of the
Gem* Bodes Crweer
Germany.
Korea,
four rounds
weather and double-faulted for believe
We-baste Oftenatve Players of Owe
-I did my job pettedly until the final time to fall behind 3-5 France. Sweden and the twoGame Samoa .k3nas Cost)Flown
time world champion hosts will
now." she said
Wabasto Delenitive Players of the
in the last set.
From Page 113
Encamacion got a day of restGem* Jack Flood Austin %notion
In the completion of third
Morig,ami then lost serve at stand a chance - not when this
hit a knee-high fastball into the
is
the
last
chance most of these for the ninth-longest in Great
round
matches suspended lose, and Williams hit four big
Sported' 15coretrosirde 9 Dr Bobo 1
Amencans will get to wear pads. Amencan Ball Park's five sea- party center.
Sponsele Offensor• Pierer of tho
Saturday. No. 5-seeded Ssetlana serves
"It was a beautiful thing to
Game Caner ;4..1
"Vile were getting ready to sons.
Spoilable Defensive Playe' of the
see," manager Tony La Russa
Ludwick was rounding the
hang up the cleats, and then we
Gam* ( Arear,
said."He was clutch. Plus, he hit
Or Bobo- No report
heard about this opportunity to bases with his head down when
another one. The way that game
keep playing and to get a chance it landed in a riverboat-themed was
June II
going, we needed every one
to play for your country, so I party area above the batter's of
Kootocky Wad Nursery 14 Webasto 13
them."
Kentucky Weer Players of fro Game
went for it." said Thompson. eye.
Ludwick added a tiebreaking.
IOW t,,,t.osan Dan .41100,,
"You knew it was gone, but
who joined the team along with
Weebeato Players of the Game
three-run homer in the fourth off
you
weren't
/ewe
Wolverines defensise lineman
sure how far," leftRicky Stone, the second multihander Mike Maroth said. "It
Jeremy Van Alstyne.
homer game of his up-and-down
Sported" Scoreboards 10.
got
up
there
on
the
balcony
of career.
The players hail from all levrarely Yak 2
Spoilable Scoreboards No report
els of college ball. from major the ship. That's pretty impresThe 28-year-old outfielder
rarefy Yak Odenekera Pleven 01 are
programs to Division III Capital sive."
has played parts of seasons with
Game Aaron Direson Java,loam*,
The
Cardinals overcame a
ream', Vali Defensive Plower. of Ihe
University in Columbus. Ohio.
Texas and Cleveland, spending
Game religion Shandan iSi.gleam
the alma mater of quarterback disappointing start by Maroth, most of his career bouncing
who
gave
up
Gnffey's 585th around
Rocky Pentello. Even serious
June 19
the minors.
or appe 15 W•et•rde Veteonary
college football fans probably homer and left the game after
His family is part of
Service 7
failing
to
get
an
out
in
the
fourth
wouldn't recognize any names
Cardinals lore. His brother, Eric.
Or Bobo Offensive Pierer* of the
inning.
on the roster.
Game Detour Smelt Tanner Hicks
pitched for St. Louis and was
Instead, the latest addition to
Dr Bob* Odenehre Myer* of the
But while their better-known
one of three players traded to
Game Doman Welkiughby Tyler Beane
the bullpen came through again.
former teammates get ready for
Oakland for Mark McGwire on
Westaide No report
Troy Percival (24h got his
NFL training camps or explore
July 31. 1997.
second
victory
of
the
series,
Kentucky IleeM Nursery IS. Dr Sobs 5
a
options in Canada and the Arena
Ludwick is still trying to find
Itaintucty Weell Meyers of rhe Game
triumphant return for the former
league. these grads decided to
his way.
rms. Stereo Jemmy Darnell
closer.
AP
Or Bobo Oftenelve Players of the
-I've been real inconsistent
Venus Williams returns to Japan s Akiko Mongami during their spend their first summer after
The 37-year-old reliever was
Gams ilryer Veining logien Dtcs
college doing a little world travhere," said Ludwick,''who was
Dr Babe Ostenetv• Players of the
women's singles match on Monday at Wimbledon Williams
out of baseball for two years
eling - and making a bunch of
called up May 6. "The good
Dame (mineral Grady Caralhan Adams
because of a bad elbow, but
won the match to advance
new friends
games have happened to be at
made a comeback at the urging
good moments, when it's matof several friends on the team.
(111441111 -:
1.*11118-:1114
Throwing a 90 mph (withall tered."
('tins Duncan added a twothat has surprised everyone.
run homer for the Cardinals,
Percival pitched out of a threat
who pulled away against the
in the fourth to get the victory.
bullpen.
In another dose of discourGnffey's three-run homer left
agement for the major leagues'
C
SERVICES. INC.
him one behind Frank Robinson
P%
worst team. Reds rookie Homer
for sixth on the career list and
Bailey got hit hard for the secwas a prelude to his inatchup in
Service With Pride *
ond straight start. The defining
the next series against San
The Thoroughbred ol RC jell*wig
moment came in the third. when
Francisco's Barry. Bonds.
Ludwick - playing while Juan
Jun 84,2
Neither starter made it
Aleut
through the fourth inning, a parmesa la.
UMW IMINIMID eft
ticular disappointment for two
am.-Dark
tab VI 9 a.m.-5 p.m
Us* Salts,
teams near the bottom of the
MIN NM*Waco APR
Poly
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
league in ',Itching
is am an ow eft IftesPoo
The Cardinals got Maroth
cenfect a taw
N
from Detroit in a June 22 trade
Ph 502 429 6365
111111:1 600 Oda It.• 761-11142
to steady their depleted rotation.
SMIENMEnw.mmbr
• Fast RC jet action, Silent Wings
The
left-hander gave up five
full scale gilder aerobatics,
IV Schedule
runs in his second start for St.
101st Airborne Screaming
rode,
Louis, raising the rotation's
ARENA POOTWALL
(.glee, Apache helicopter &
m
earned run average to 5.42,
other military exhibits
FSP142
Flew" ered (Jed got,*
worst in the
and moral
town TBA el Loa Amused
The hard-throwing Bailey (2MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
111 p.m.
2) got hit hard for the second
F SPN - kannasofie ai sisr varrsass
consecutive start.

Venus rallies for win
ADVANCES WITH SEMIFINAL WIN OVER MORIGAMI

YSA Results

SportsBriefs
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Attention Customers!!
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REPUBLIC .11

There Will Be No 1
* Change In The
* Pick-Up Schedule *
July 4th Week. 111
k Routes Will Run
As Usual.

it

Thank You For The
Opportunity To Serve You

I

www.visitlebanonky.com
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As* 2-100111
LiliA Property
Lots For Ss.
Lots For Row
Flif0.0 For Sas
Acme'
Homes For Sale
heototcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utillty Verna.
Used Cars
Vane
Usad Trues,
Comm&
Boats & Motors
Sardcss(Mersa
Frog Column
Tobacco & S.pplam

\\

$8.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
I .411 1 A•ts Must Run Within o Day(-Wuxi
$3-35 • er column

inch extra for Monda (Sho. in, Guide)
I I

1

$825 First Day -20 words or less
Over zp wards $30 elth
Additional Consecubve pays: 5.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Shopper (Mon. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)
IslIM extra for blind box ads.

o•Pear.u.v.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office flours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Hap Wisibd

NOON

The Murray Code Enforcement Board will hold a

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY

public hearing and special meeting on Tuesday, July

Murray/Calloway Area Technology Center

10, 2007 at 5..00 pm. in the council chambers of City

Must be a high school graduate with four years of office support experience.
Additional education will substitute for the required experience on a year-toyear basis. Candidate will perform office support work of an administrative
nature. Candidate will be required to pass a written test administered at the
Kentucky Department of Personnel in Frankfort. Interested candidates may
contact BrandyH.Groves@Ky.Gov to obtain an application. Candidates may
call Dennis Harper. Pnncipal at 270-753-1870 or 270-293-6628. Further
information and application may be obtained from the Kentucky Personnel
Cabinet website, hup://personnel.ky.goy/personnel/downloads/v3997.htm.
Deadline for submitting an application and taking the test is July 9. 2007.

Nall located at 104 North 5th Street to hear and
review cases with regard to the City of Murray
Property Maintenance Code.

NOTICE
Due to the 4th of July
holiday the deadline for
Thursday, July 5th is
Tuesday, July 3rd at 11 a.m.

LEUER&TIMES

LECTURER,

Department

of

Engineering and Physics, Murray State
University. Full time, non-tenure track
position

4

to

begin

August,

2007.

QUALIFICATIONS: M.S. in Physics
or Engineering. Demonstrated excellence teaching physics, astronomy, or
engineering science coursework at the

)1 I lt;t2

university level. Demonstrated experience in implementation of ABET accred-

it

STEVE VIDN1ER
II
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753-1752
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itation criteria. Experience in conducting
educational outreach and recruitment

activities. RESPONSIBILITIES:
Teach undergraduate courses in physics,
astronomy, or engineering (primarily
mechanical). Plan. organize, maintain,

/II \I I

\ I.

and conduct undergeMte physics and
astronomy

laboratory

Supervise

experiences.

undergraduate

laboratory

teaching assistants. Lead and develop
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CHICKEN salad back
on
Wednesday a
Sandra D's. 94E
293-3816.
COME to where the
lilies bloom.
Outside Inn Daylily
Nursery.
565 Magness Rd ,
Hardin. KY
Mon.-Sat..
8AM-6 30PM.
437-4015, 703-7059
500 new vaneties
FREELANCE
Photography.
Families, weddings,
reunions.
270-210-4173
LISA'S Turbo Tanning
in Mayfield has 2
tx:ioths for rent $50.00
week each (270)2478008 or 705-1521

IAp4
0
1 51441
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001
NEED ice" Sandra D's
25s a scoop 293-3816
NOW taking orders for
sweet corn. Bodacious.
Peaches & Cream.
Candy Corn & Silver
Queen Larry Tucker
Farms (270)489-2477

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of as employees
accept any responsrbiiity whatsoever for their
activities

rCheck
us
out
on
the
Web!

LOST: Dog. Australian
Shepherd, black with
wrote & tan, answers to
Oreo. 293-9372
060

Kulp Woad
needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
A child

departmental and collegiate recruitment.
retention.

and

outreach

activities.

Develop multimedia teaching materials.
Revise laboratory teaching manuals as
appropriate. APPLICATION DEADLINE: July 20, 2007. TO APPLY:
Send letter of application, resume, and
names/contact information for three references to: Chair, Engineering and
Physics Lecturer Search Committee,
Murray State University, Department of
Engineering and Physics, 131 Blackburn

AVON: choose your
hours & your income.
We have benefits.
JOIN TODAY and get a
FREE GIFT.
or
1-888-570-6498
270-761-3878
BEST Western needs
housekeeping.Expene
rice preferred Please.
no phone calls.
CPA or CPA candidate.
Full time position ivith a
Murray, KY CPA firm
involving income tax
and auditing responsibilities
Competitive
salary and benefits
Please send a personal
Office
resume to
Manager, Howe &
Merton. LEP, 301 Maple
St. Murray, KY 42071
CUSTOMER Support
Representatives
Fulland
Needed
offering
part-time
phone support to customers Min one-year
college and computer
skills a must.
Email resumes to
candree a powerclarrn corn
or mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 N 4th
St. Murray. KY 42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on an classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgcr corn.
you will he redirected
Ii phnetwort corn
By default.
Murray and local asti
listings will appear on
this webmte
However. at a national
wehure. not all listings
on the irainetwork tom
are plated through
the Murray Ledger
& Tones Please call
us if you have sety
questii/11C regarding
the Murray area
joh listings Thank you

I ansap-lete
- Formal Wear Headquarters
,...
.)k
. jilr.
'g labpttil

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

mlaggIWALIIIh`
*1 Mato .4

reurab RAJ&
AM-3674157

Warm,K1 42071
12711/5116101

All Onessies hieeportation • in-port Service • Certified DrIven

You are responsible for the

deductible that
Medicare does not pay. 8992 on Part A, $131 on
Part B Call me for more information.
FREE IMP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

•

There will nat be a paper printed
on Wednesday. July 4th

VISA

Science Bldg.. Murray, KY. 42071.

Women and minorities are encouraged
to apply. Murray State University is an
Equal Education and Employment
Opportunity, M/F/D, M Employer

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.

Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

Adecco
rto••••T meets
ADECCO IS

NOW HIRING for
INDUSTRIAL and CLERICAL positions. Complete an online application at:
bups://eapp.adecco.com, search by zip
code 42001. You MUST call 800-4039970 when completed. Industrial positions require onsite drug screening.

Murray Rental & Sales
seeking part-time
shop mechanic/counter person.
Apply in person at
200 E. Main, Murray, KY. 753-8201

Help Wanted
FULL time convenonce store maintenance position available Responsibilities
will include lot, building
& light equipment
maintenance Must
have valid drivers
license & dependable
transportation.
Applications may be
picked up at BP truck
stop. 2185 US Hwy.
641 North in Murray
EOE
NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
30 new positions avilable. Earn $7-$16 per
hour,
No
selling.
Training provided. If
you have a pleasant
voice, good communication skills, and are
dependable, call
762-9913
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

PULMO Dose
Pharmacy in Murray.
KY is seeking RTs and
RNs to Join our clinical
team. Schedule may
include nights and/or
weekends. Please
send resume to Pulmo
Dose Pharmacy P 0
Box 1600 Murray, KY
42071 or e-mail elizabeth cain B rotech corn

&Palm
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
FORMER
childcare
teacher and college
graduate has openings
for childcare in my
home CPR/First Aid
Certified and excellent
references. 227-4962
HOME daycare providing childcare tor ages
0-3 years. Provider is
mother of one with
background in child
development Located
in town Weekly rates
are $80 per child, discount available for two
or more children.
759-4649
WILL babyse king..
Wed. 4:00-12:30 or as
needed. 753-9580
WILL clean houses.
reasonable rates
(270)388-4049

PART-TIME
bartenders, servers. grill
cook, and kitchen
hand. 7534113 after
2FIA

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

Call Jill Stephens

Set up Pre-Thana Trust.

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a weak.
Mu after paid
training 4.
Contact us now,
1 -888-974-JOBS or
imme18880741obs.00m

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-1916

Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

Commercial Wast
Disposal
All

ypes

of Defuse Service

BUtchimrsAid FashertiPaykel

Zr

& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

226-939
492-8191

Paving Sealcoating - Hauling

TN LJC #56393• KY LNACE60221 ME91337

Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years
160

150

Homo Furnishings

Atteles
For Ws
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service repairs.

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUY running or
fixable cars, trucks,
vans tractors. farm &
construction
equipment. ATVs
campers motorhomes
trailers almost anyI

thing 270-970-1010

BUYING
- Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109

SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound,
coax, HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St.
759-0901
STRAW for sale, $2.50
bale. 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message.
TRUCK cap for 8ft
Dodge Ram truck
$600.00.
(731)644-0810

articles

150 gallon oak aquan
um, stand & canopy
set-up accessories to
salt water $600 00
OBO,in very good condition (731)644-0650
20 church pews, white
oak. 270-345-2075
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
n1-1.

''- 40- sr's

Family History
Books
759-493
753-2350

am.5 p.m
Come See Us!
.

rel

wARD-ELKINS

180
Lawn I Gordon
COMMERCIAL bushhog lawnmower ZTR,
60' cut. 300 hours.
$4.500 Excellent condition Call 227-1647
270

Noble Names For Si,
OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month, 1
acre. Murray area.
753-1011
1997 28x70 3BR 2BA
be
Must
moved
(270)527-6604
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down' Your
land or family land
731-584-4926

Ends

41

l•anw Lots For Boit

$110 per month. Newer
homes only. 492-8488
Apalierib For Rant

753-4109.

On the Square Muria,

1

'Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
0 n if * a * 4'

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200rm0.

LARGE
SELECTION

.r

9:00

753-1970

(270) 753-1713

For Sale

r,

(731)644-0650

ai sellable

LI 10 VAMP,
753-5.9/0

Open July 4th

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message 270-

USED APPLIANCES

KEA

a

320

apg8oriese

160
Hams Furnishings

Itrz,*c. .* • 7,,y3e..7,-,w,
‘,Atileys
'/:(fi!
14'
* *.„
Furniture
a Used c5.000

WEDDING Dress, size
2. Cinderella look.
includes everything
$200.00

\5\'.l 1(1 151
.11 Nits
%RS
•Priunpi pick-up
•Itest prices

C3S1A11%C.

Applithice

TRAVIS ASPiiik121
Tony Travis
270-753-2279

Vkirlpool

U[(beg
-

1.800-5854033

•ictorial History

AUDIOLOGIST or
hearing instrument
specialist
Prime location in
Benton
Interested parties only
For appointment, call
270-527-3978 or
270-205-5310

Avoid inflationary cost.

or Julie Brown at

Calloway County
RIM Vrainitl

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

for as little as
S12.00 per week.
2x2
(13 week contract)

759.3556
NURSE Practitioner or
Physician
Assistant
needed part-time at the
Allergy & Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky.
Please send resume
with references to 2957
US Hwy. 641N, Murray.
KY 42071.

060

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Motet Apply in
person after 8:00PM.

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!

1BR furnished or
unfumished,low utilities, no lease required,
no pets. $245/mo.
753-3949
1BR near MSU, other
locations available.
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, various locations,
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, w/d, dishwasher,
pets allowed. $350.
Chris Onve. 753-4219
2B8 2BA duplex with
garage. 270-753-7457
or 270-227-3054

2BR near MSU. C/H/A
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
38R 28A duplex, fireplace, dining room.
Coleman RE 753-9898
4BR 28A, all appliances, central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $340.00
BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEWER 1BR 1 bath,
W/D. DW, low utilities,
close to university.
(270)556-8021
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, RO
pets. 753-5980
RED OAKS APTS.
Special

$100 Deposit
1BR $325

28R duplex, nice.
CM/A. appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR $375
Call Today!
7534868.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
5(15 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

August 15

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
6

1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

•

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Monday, July 2. 2007

FOR SALE

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Calhoun Construction, LLC Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
General Contracting

Size Units
Available
-Now Have
Climate Control
•AII

elan

270-293-8098

55 gallon aquarium
with stand, supplies,
and flab. $100.
4924123
DOG Obedience.
438-2858.

LOTS
for
sale
in
155x175
city
$23,000 & 190x150 in
county. $10,000 2930139 before 9P14

LAB puppies. 850
293-3408
1,100 sq ft home .300
sq.ft upstairs. 13650
U.S
641N
Hwy
Puryear. TN Must be
moved $10,000-080
(270)293-1437 Dan
3 BR 2 bath 2,000 sq.ft
bock house. is) utility.
garage, 14x30 back
deck. SW area of city
293-1619 or 753-5384
38R 28* country home
with 7 acres C.all for
appointment
270-293-4562
3BR 20A. west of
Murray, $105.000. Call
293-2289
38R 313A located at
2100 Carol Dr New
carpet and paint 2935458 Of 293-7999
68R 38A. 1-172 acre lot
near lake, built in 1994.
585.000 000. 1-5172901628
DOUBLEWIDE on
foundation 2 car
garage priced to sell
1-0384

REGISTERED Great
Dane
puppies. 5males, 2-females, parents on premises
$650-5750
1270)759-1771
SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC. CKC. dew claws
removed,
shots,
wormed,
male
&
tamale. $300- $350
270-251-0310 after
1 I AM

213R 213A coMpletely
remodeled,
C/PIM.
attached garage. ROO
per month plus dewed
1504 Belmont. No pets
270.293-4602

i

lielost II tombs

NICE 38R 28A with
CarPOn $650 Lease
no pets
753-7457.

BEGINNER riding lessons My horse or
yours 753-9580

A8F Warehousing
Neer MSU $20-50

38R, 26,4 full bsmt
1/2 block from hospital
$124.900 owner-agent

SELF-STORAGE
Acreage. 1-11 acre
tracts. $3.200 acre
Diversified Real Estate
Services 270-753-2431

fIcAta Pta.e SI'wet

121N anis, fr.im
Naikinal Guard Armory

0-759-.5555
11.A% I NITS

—Classifieds
Office Open

Al Real Estate adv.,
heed in the newspaper
is subiect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color. religion.
sex, or national origin.
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation or discrimination This newspaper
*ill not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
that
inlormed
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
evadable on an equal
opportunity basis "

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119L Mail)
i270) 753-6266
i.ell (270) 293-4183
-'am Ipm MF

J&l. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located Ji 7211ti MiSt
270-436-54%

270-293.6906
MURRAY Store and
lock presently has
units available (53
2905 or 753 7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insde climate control
storage
*Security Manna.'
*Sate 8 dear
•We sell boxes
*We rent U Heusi
753 9600

72in
Non • Fri
To place

753-1916

4111101111■1111•1111h
FS80: Gatesborough
tn-level Ground level
entry hall
laundry
room bath den/bedroom wbuitt-in cherry
computer center Mein
living-room
floor
w wood burning gas
logs fireplace built-ins.
plantation shutters formal OR. kitchen- stain1ess appliances pantry.
Florida room
Main
floor ceilings 10-ft
Upstairs 313R 2-large
walk-in closets 28A
Flooring- Hardwood
mexicar tile & brick
lBRs & stairway Carpeted inground pool
with lanai 293-2418 for
viewing 1250 000

%is
111.. Bit
Any iAlcution.
Mu Condition

Prep.
Fond.

270-761-11II 1

5.0004 so ft budding
785 acres High traffic
Ky
location
121W/wise Steve Zee
270-227-8857 David
H. Miller Real Estate
Property
and
Management

two,

FIRST TIME
OFFERED'
Lakefront veldock
$74 900
AC Lake Access
Prep For Mal $34.900
w/FREE Boat Saps?
OFFICE or retail space Wooded take property
avenabla Pncrts loci
on spectacular
tiori 753-2905 293- 100.000 acre Kentoi
14110
Lakel Take a tour &
UPSTAIRS floor 401 A enter drawing to Ann ,.
Maple. 4.000 so fl or FREE 20 Boat.
can be divided private Excellent financing
Call 1-800-704-3154
offices.
restrooms
counter space. cabi- eel 1327 KY Land
Partners. LAX
nets, conference room
270-978-0W

HOUSES for sale 381-1
2 bath 3 BFI 1 bath i
BR 2 S bath all are
bock homes, in the city
limits from 1 200 sq ft
up to 3 000 sq ft
Starting at $95 000
Call 293-0139 before
9PM Early morning
hours okay anytime

IMMED1 ATE
Ill III itt litI'
'
4"I' '""
ts viort.s.rcativerr.or
ertyseIvirm.iro,
'i-61-110N11

Free Pallets
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

YARD SALE
PRICES & DEADLINES
DEADLINES:

PRICES:

Medlin,

Monday

Friday - 10AM
Friday - 10AM
Monday 12PM
Monday • 4PM
Wednaedey • 12PM

Tliuredny • 10AM
ThurterillY - /2Pki

30 words 101 31-70
or 1501' days words'
aI 1
$18
$20

1

$18

2

528

3

• 11$ Os

Ir Argotlb.

k fry.. mow or Emir Or.

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

:14

$35

I Isl.r,

RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899
(
"N.11 ;

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY
Serving Western KY since 1991.
We specialize in tree trimming,
tree removals & logging.
Quality work for quality people.

270-519-4353
530
Service's Offered

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

MCKINNEY INS.
11111 N.5TH STREET

Prising. %calculating
hauling

753-3500
111111
AMAMI

USED TIRES
14. 15, 16 no
Starting at S20
mounted

Coll 753-5606

TI)Nli TRAVIS

270-753-2279

(2701205-2428

EIACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
while rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Used Cars

"
.
00
.
04

aidlorrIt

NEED A
METAL ROOF?
5. CALL
12701752-8414
Ask forlhirren
Nightrneale

E.ca.ating

NEED
help/
Handyman Services
All remodeling inside &
•%col. SA sit Ills •I.,44i1
out Tile electrical No
• 11..ulin7
iob too small Free estiWeir: i 270i'73.76.111, mates
(7 3 1 )2 4 7 - 30 0 1 ,
731(363-3511
sancock0lel( net

i.k

490

Lake Clty Fame
& %idles
erne Ilsehmeerr•
*Weed •Vhiyl
•Cliele
•Iros
Itedikstisl I nanansenimi

d A In.uicd

01,

2006 Nissan Maxima
11.000 miles. Mather
sunroof excellent condition, $23.000
2934674
& REMODELING
95 Monte Carlo Z34,
91 xxx miles, loaded.
Decks H.>
,
$3 850 000 270.436(270)753- 1499
5356 270-293-6953
,
(731I 247-5464
1995 Red Corvette
Coupe. 591i. loaded.
CELL Handysvork
814100, eicellent
Painting & Cleaning
753-4404 227-8710
many services offered
1986 Plymouth Reliant
15 years experience
753-6747
Call for free estimate
(270978-5944.

CE H110%1710*

bucks
2006 Silverado LT
22,xxx,
loaded
$22.500 293-0139

EL.06„.
LaM
LAWN SERVK
Mowing, Manicunng
Landscaping
Sallsstantinin Kuarantred
Can 753-1816
or 72741611

'Hill Electric
Sintr1974,
24 now 1141111C1
Re-s. Com .11. Ind
Licensed & Insured
All iota • Ng re .411411

, 7,3-”62
436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
flIMOval etc Insured
41 A-AFF040•
MILE Hang Crean
out garages. gutters
junk & tree work.

A-1 Bump Remove+
Fully insured437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions. decks
Hwang. clean up tunic
Omega. yards.
bulking'
Prang deP•ndebl•
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE I PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

‘11111.‘1.1
Mitchell Bn".
lug

CATHY'S
Wallpapenng Painting
Cleaning 270- 227
6606 731-498-8904

CHASE -a Mike - Stockwell's Metal
Roofing 8, Vino
Siding, 759-1085
227 6238

COLE
...._
CONSTRUCTION
metal ^4`1.,. sidingreplacement similes.
screen MOMS
Work gum-Weed

8664324230
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng •Decks
rinnyl siding *All (Aber
Some Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Sento" All external
dearesg Vinyl, fences,
etc (270)527-7178
OKI HANDYMAN
We do alt the odd lobs
you don? have time
for
Painting siding roots
decks
793 5438

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Tnmming
removal,
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-2819

14 1 I's ‘V‘f,ff
Ii '/

Ar,-;;07
PRESERVE the past
on DVD. convert your
home VHS tapes to
DVD Preserve your
home movies today by
transferring them to
DVD Call 7539297 or
227-5818
painting,
QUALITY
affordable
prices
References available
Cabinet and furniture
finishing & refinishing
Faux finishing
270- 703-6002
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Affhough
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of Is employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
WEST Calloway
County Development
Track hoe dozer work
backhoe 8 septic systems
For sale top soil gray
at
Will build you a home
to suit your needs
Lot* for sale Landon
His Subdrvision
270-210-3781,
270451-2032

LAB Beagle mix poops's tree to a good
home 293-8711
753-8275
MOBILE. home for Sal
%rage 759-9643

•local,
. ins nectrapenead
7$1-1151 • 203-2713

Loading Dock of

203-2784

Murray Ledger I
Times
First Come
Fire, Serve

53-43.44• 227-564.4

JameNne Bivar

for
Tuesday, July 3, 2807:
Consider your options with an
open mind this year. Often your
knee-jerk reaction could be
wrong, you hang in there and
look at the possibilities, the
answer very well might be yes.
You have unusually close and
dynamic interactions. For many,
a key partnership will star in
your lite this year. Caring
emanates from you in many subconscious ways -- a smile or a
look. If you are single, consider
waving goodbye to that status.
You could meet that special
someone by this time next year.
If you are attached, your romantic life could sizzle, as you might
find a newfound closeness.
Excitement will fuse your bond.
AQUARIUS has unusual money
views.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

Be more empathetic with a
person.
down
somewhat
Tonight: In the whirlwind of life.
SCORN()(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You see life from a
renewed, energetic perspective. Understanding helps draw
and bond others. You may or
may not enjoy their feedback.
Think positively and recognize
what could happen. Tonight.
Keep the party close to home
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Others really want your
opinion, even if they act weird
once you share it. Knowing
what is plausible is important.
Others will tap into your good
ideas with a little stronger presentation. Tonight: So what if
someone changes his or her
mind?
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
**** Easy does it. You might
be prone to extravagance right
now. Whether encouraging
yourself or someone else to be
more expressive, the end
positive.
results
be
will
Openness breeds openness.
Tonight: Happy as a cat.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Express yourself and
let others think whatever they
want. Your imagination and
caring emerge. A few people
have good, original ideas.
Someone lets you know how
much he or she cares. Enjoy
this persons attention. Tonight:
Now it's time to choose: What
would make you the happiest9
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Know when to pull back.
Take your time and visit with a
special friend. Make time for
reverie and dreaming. What
comes up could be rather
dynamic Someone lures you
into joining him or her. You like
this person's style Tonight.
Know that you don't have to be
the main event.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Friends get the show
on the road. All you really need
to do is be present. How nice is
that for a change? Insecurity
could mount if a key loved one
acts contrary. Perhaps what or
he or she sees as perfect plans
could be different Tonight•
Explore others ideas.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Stepping up to the plate
is more than natural for the
Bull. Yet getting caught in the
crosswinds of differing opinions might not be very appealing or instinctual. If you feel
irate or as if you have to proceed differently. do so. Tonight:
March to your own drummer.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might need to filter out some confusion or try a
totally different approach. Your
ability to move a situation forward could be somewhat stalemated. Walk in a new direction BORN TODAY
and approach a situation differ- Actor Tom Cruise (1962), playently. Tonight: Opt for a unique wright Tom Stoppard (1937).
writer Franz Kafka (1883)
happening.
•
•
•
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might want to try Jacqueline Bigar is on the
at
another approach or do some- Internet
thing very different. A partner http://www.jacquelinebigarc
simply loves and demands all om.
your attention. Don't try to buck (c) 2007 by King Features
trends. Listen to someone with Syndicate Inc
care. This person isn't kidding.
Tonight: Your choice --with one
or many.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Others continue to dominate, which on some level
causes friction in your mind. it
not your heart. Realize when
you really have had enough
we Ole titan& Coven.kr:
and you need to head in a new
direction. Understand your
Individuals without Group Coverage
reactions first. Tonight: In the
Independent Contractors
whirlwind of fun.
Dependents and Students
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
COBRA/Alternative
*** Much centers around
Self-Employed
you
Fortunately, carrying
responsibilities might be natuSmall 8usinesses
ral, however, you. like many.
sou. ,,r,choy- eS ise easy ust
enjoy your time off. Opt for
Robert Billington Jr.
changes it you are that unhappy. Remember, there is always
270-753-4751
a solution. Tonight: Say "yes."
• ....,•,,,,,,I,eiThwartsurance4g.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your sense of fun
POSJPIUNIIIN
,
merges with an endless crePm I,
ativity Don t be surprised if
someone acts up or seems
jealous You have It all and
WswftftreWmilMi.m.e04.,
....ftarit.mammow
handle fife as he or she would.
•sollorfm••••11••••••••.111•16.
.
0
••••

Health Coverage
Made Easy.

ce

Anthem.4011

NO EXPERIENCE,

NO MOSLEM.
As a Onfe, tar Sermon
we I tfir !au sr,*WV 1111:40 of We pb
COMP•rry-PIOVIded COL training for queered
caessamos
133 500-S60 SOO 'depending on expenervet
ow-cost medical and dental insurance

•
-

schneiderlobs.com
1-0011-44 Mt • 1-111/0-4471433

OAF

Top S Reasons People gloom Reed Interiors
1 Thousands of the latest bbrics. literally, thousands!
It. Winn drapery Imams.
3 Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery toet r s"an Oov r Wear
5. Molar sksign services desigited loll yew budget

rn-v,,1"79-1f0 febncabon to prolessona instaltatton 0-41
in haus( by au Inendy sten
Come check ont the Mod Interiors difference for yourself!

C#elnift 4 Pitle,t4lAfkr/s/
4I5 8. 12th it. • 753 6361

Free
Pallets

S\ \(.1S11 \ I
• ibts:110)A sisecla

JOE'S JOBS

tli •
.
731 782-3951
731 338-5288

I()\
I \‘‘ \ I \Id

Free Cane

759-0501
753-1537

framed far 10/VW

Er anaiitr r*aars• ad* 40*
AN of. alma eir papa 46 ern

warranty on
vinyl replacement
windows by:

Lifetime glass breakage

M(YTORCYLLE
INSURANCE

...sasss ell words in ad

MAKE IT BOLD:
k
k
If'

ORIGINAL Harley
Davidson Sturgis shovel head 14,500 68
custom shovel head
$7,000 000
(270)978-1851 or
978-2385

A-1 Jose Mower
rep& Free pick-up,
delivery. 436-2867

Loading Dock of

P otelier, Date

PEACEFUL living iust
minutes from Murray
this country charmer is
a must see. With 3200
sq ft this brick home is
nestled on approx 1 5
acres with a pond and
a fenced pasture for
horses, located on
quiet road in desirable
Southwest part of
Calloway
County
14BR 38A
2 car
attached garage (with
appliances)
large
detached garage and
garden shed with elecInc Must see to appreciate $189,900 call for
appt 293-1449 or
753-7335

your ad call

wu extrirotheprirpsash"nix Hui

•iit

Conirnercial IResidential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

*On For Sea

NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroorn Apia
We accept Secbon
8 vouchers
Apply at Mu -Cal Apis
902 Northwood Or
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 01400-6484056
Story
Avenue Southwood duplexes.
All appliances Included 767-9948

Tuesday
Wednesday
ThurIday
Friday
colonies.

V at

104 Chad Wayne Dr.. Saratoga Speiser
Please call for appointment

seat Fer Rest

Shopper

ce,

ome

Garage, New Mortar-Rub Exterior S265,000

753-3853

ila

Murray Ledger & Times

Meese
No Phone Calls

Murray
N
t i LASER
%n..--4 Center
Laser Hair Removal
Discolorations
Facial Rejuvenation
( 270) 761-4999

Leg & Face Veins • Skin

X

i.,,,..., in. •

%ImmrTis•
%RV vt ossyrr•I tate* lien

lib

joilor

